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Abstract

Supercooled fogs can have an important radiative impact at the surface of the Greenland Ice Sheet, but they are difficult

to detect and our understanding of the factors that control their lifetime and radiative properties is limited by a lack of

observations. This study demonstrates that spectrally resolved measurements of downwelling longwave radiation can be used

to generate retrievals of fog microphysical properties (phase and particle effective radius) when the fog visible optical depth is

greater than ˜0.25. For twelve cases of fog under otherwise clear skies between June and September 2019 at Summit Station

in central Greenland, nine cases were mixed-phase. The mean ice particle (optically-equivalent sphere) effective radius was

24.0±7.8 μm, and the mean liquid droplet effective radius was 14.0±2.7 μm. These results, combined with measurements of

aerosol particle number concentrations, provide observational evidence supporting the hypotheses that (a) low surface aerosol

particle number concentrations can limit fog liquid water path, (b) fog can act to increase near-surface aerosol particle number

concentrations through enhanced mixing, and (c) multiple fog events in quiescent periods gradually deplete near-surface aerosol

particle number concentrations.
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Key Points:13

• Ground-based measurements of downwelling longwave radiation can be used to14

determine the microphysical properties of optically thin fogs.15

• Almost all aerosol particles larger than 250 nm diameter are scavenged during twelve16

summer fog events in central Greenland.17

• Multiple pathways exist through which the aerosol population can impact fog de-18

velopment, and fog can modify the surface aerosol population.19
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Abstract20

Supercooled fogs can have an important radiative impact at the surface of the Green-21

land Ice Sheet, but they are difficult to detect and our understanding of the factors that22

control their lifetime and radiative properties is limited by a lack of observations. This23

study demonstrates that spectrally resolved measurements of downwelling longwave ra-24

diation can be used to generate retrievals of fog microphysical properties (phase and par-25

ticle effective radius) when the fog visible optical depth is greater than ∼0.25. For twelve26

cases of fog under otherwise clear skies between June and September 2019 at Summit27

Station in central Greenland, nine cases were mixed-phase. The mean ice particle (optically-28

equivalent sphere) effective radius was 24.0 ± 7.8 µm, and the mean liquid droplet ef-29

fective radius was 14.0 ± 2.7 µm. These results, combined with measurements of aerosol30

particle number concentrations, provide observational evidence supporting the hypothe-31

ses that (a) low surface aerosol particle number concentrations can limit fog liquid wa-32

ter path, (b) fog can act to increase near-surface aerosol particle number concentrations33

through enhanced mixing, and (c) multiple fog events in quiescent periods gradually de-34

plete near-surface aerosol particle number concentrations.35

Plain Language Summary36

Fogs over the central Greenland Ice Sheet can modify the net radiation that reaches37

the ice surface. How much a fog influences the net surface radiation is related to the fog38

lifetime and optical depth. These properties are related to the phase and size distribu-39

tion of the particles that make up the fog, that in turn depend on the characteristics of40

the atmospheric aerosol particles on which the fog forms. This study shows that the phase41

and size distribution of fog particles can be determined from ground-based measurements42

of downwelling longwave radiation, and explores how fogs interact with the number con-43

centration of atmospheric aerosols measured near the surface during twelve cases of summer-44

time fog in central Greenland.45

1 Introduction46

Central Greenland is a unique environment in the Northern Hemisphere: A uni-47

form surface of snow-covered ice extends for over 250 km in every direction from the ice48

sheet’s highest point at 3,250 m a.s.l (Howat et al., 2017). The structure of the atmo-49

spheric boundary layer over the ice sheet is driven by large-scale circulation, including50

atmospheric rivers associated with extratropical storms (Mattingly et al., 2018; Gallagher51

et al., 2018) and blocking anticyclones (Pettersen et al., 2022), and is modulated locally52

by strong radiative cooling at the ice sheet surface (Hoch et al., 2007). Under quiescent53

conditions (clear skies, light winds), surface radiative cooling frequently drives the for-54

mation of supercooled radiation fog through the condensation of water onto aerosol par-55

ticles that act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Bergin et al., 1994; Cox et al., 2019).56

At Summit Station (Summit), a research base located at the highest point on the57

Greenland Ice Sheet (72.57◦N, -38.47◦E), fogs comprised of supercooled droplets occur58

year-round even when the surface temperature falls below -30◦C (Cox et al., 2019). These59

fogs can have a strong effect on the ice sheet surface energy budget, contributing on av-60

erage an additional 27 W m−2 of total net downwelling radiation relative to clear sky61

conditions (Cox et al., 2019). In the summer months (May to September) solar heating62

of the ice sheet surface during the day results in a diurnal cycle of net surface radiation.63

Radiation fog forms during the period of the diurnal cycle when the sun elevation is low-64

est and the net radiative cooling at the surface is strongest, and the associated increase65

in net downwelling longwave radiation acts to damp the diurnal temperature cycle, which66

has been hypothesised to precondition the ice sheet surface for melt (Cox et al., 2019).67

These fogs can also increase the rate of aerosol deposition to the surface (Bergin et al.,68
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1994, 1995) and reduce ice sheet mass loss by recondensing sublimated water onto fog69

particles that then settle out under gravity (Berkelhammer et al., 2016).70

Understanding the controls on the processes that modify the surface mass balance71

of the Greenland Ice Sheet is becoming increasingly important as melt events become72

more common and widespread (Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020; Hanna et al., 2021). The ra-73

diative impact of fog at the ice sheet surface depends on fog occurrence, duration, and74

optical depth, which itself is determined by the fog liquid water path (LWP), and mi-75

crophysical properties such as fog particle phase and size distribution. The representa-76

tion of fog microphysical properties is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in fog fore-77

cast models and Large-eddy simulations (Boutle et al., 2022), and the representation of78

cloud microphysical properties in general is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in79

projections of future Greenland Ice Sheet melt (Hofer et al., 2019). One of the reasons80

for these uncertainties is that there are very limited observations available to constrain81

model parameterisations. This is particularly true for fog over Greenland, which often82

occurs in shallow layers (< 100 m) below the lowest range gate of most ground-based83

active remote sensing instruments (such as radar or lidar). These very shallow fog lay-84

ers are often subgrid-scale for most climate and weather models.85

Important controls on fog (and cloud) lifetime, microphysical, and radiative prop-86

erties are the number concentration, size distribution, and composition of aerosol par-87

ticles on which droplets or ice crystals can form. Droplets form on CCN, so the num-88

ber concentration of CCN determines the number concentration of droplets at a given89

supersaturation. When the CCN concentration is increased, a fog will contain a greater90

number of smaller droplets than an equivalent fog (with the same liquid water content)91

forming under a reduced CCN concentration, resulting in a relatively high fog optical92

depth and solar reflectivity, and hence impacting the net downwelling radiation at the93

surface (Twomey, 1977). Increased fog droplet number concentration also leads to en-94

hanced longwave radiative cooling at fog top (e.g. Garrett, Radke, & Hobbs, 2002), en-95

couraging further droplet activation, and smaller droplets that are not removed as quickly96

by sedimentation, with both processes working to extend fog lifetime (Maalick et al., 2016;97

Boutle et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2021). Increased fog top cooling can also enhance mix-98

ing and entrainment that, depending on the humidity of the overlying air, can either re-99

duce or increase cloud/fog water content (Ackerman et al., 2004; Small et al., 2009; Williams100

& Igel, 2021).101

In very clean environments, low CCN concentrations can limit fog (and cloud) for-102

mation and lifetime, because the few activated CCN will grow to relatively large sizes103

and precipitate out, removing CCN and preventing further droplet formation (Mauritsen104

et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2018). Evidence suggests that this situation can occur in the105

Arctic, where naturally low concentrations of CCN (1 to 100 cm−3) have the potential106

to control cloud radiative properties (Mauritsen et al., 2011; Sterzinger et al., 2022). At107

Summit, the annual mean aerosol particle concentration is low even compared to other108

Arctic sites (Schmeisser et al., 2018); the mean annual total surface aerosol particle num-109

ber concentration (> 20 nm) at Summit in 2019-2020 was just 129 cm−3, and fell to less110

than 10 cm−3 on occasions in all seasons (Guy et al., 2021). Given that only some of these111

aerosol particles act as CCN, these numbers are an upper limit on the number of CCN112

available near the surface where fog forms.113

When the temperature is below freezing, which is the case almost all the time in114

central Greenland (Shupe et al., 2013), the phase partitioning of the fog is also impor-115

tant for fog lifetime and the radiative effect of the fog at the surface. Ice fogs usually form116

through the direct deposition of vapour onto ice-nucleating particles (INPs, a subset of117

the aerosol population that can catalyse freezing) when the air is supersaturated with118

respect to ice (Gultepe et al., 2015). Ice nucleation can also occur in supercooled liquid119

fogs by either immersion freezing (INPs are activated within a droplet) or contact freez-120

ing (droplets freeze upon contact with an INP) (Kanji et al., 2017). Once primary ice121

–3–
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is present, further ice can form through several different multiplicative mechanisms, col-122

lectively known as secondary ice production (Field et al., 2017). If the air becomes su-123

persaturated with respect to ice but subsaturated with respect to water, ice crystals will124

grow at the expense of liquid water droplets, causing the liquid droplets to evaporate and125

the ice crystals to grow to relatively large sizes and settle out, removing moisture from126

the surface layer and acting to reduce fog lifetime; this is known as the Wegener-Bergeron-127

Findeisen process (e.g. Korolev, 2007).128

In addition to the aerosol population having the potential to control fog lifetime129

and radiatively important microphysical properties, fog formation may also be an im-130

portant control on the lifecycle of aerosol particles in the boundary layer over central Green-131

land. Fog can act as an aerosol sink, because the fog droplet deposition flux exceeds that132

of aerosol dry deposition (Bergin et al., 1994, 1995). Through this mechanism, fog may133

act to ‘clean’ the boundary layer of CCN and INP, which may in turn impact fog and/or134

cloud formation later in time. Conversely, fog could act to increase aerosol particles in135

the boundary layer by enhancing the transport of aerosol particles from above the fog136

top into the surface layer, either by buoyancy or windshear driven turbulent entrainment137

at fog top, or by aerosol activation at fog top followed by droplet evaporation closer to138

the surface. Observational and model studies have demonstrated that the latter process139

can be important in low-level Arctic stratocumulus (Solomon et al., 2014; Igel et al., 2017).140

The relative importance of each of these fog-aerosol interactions over central Green-141

land is unknown, and our ability to model these processes is hindered by a lack of ob-142

servations of both fog microphysical properties and surface aerosol number concentra-143

tion and size distribution. Using in-situ measurements collected at Summit in 2013-2014,144

Cox et al. (2019) completed a comprehensive assessment of the occurrence, microphys-145

ical characteristics, and radiative properties of fogs at Summit, but there were no aerosol146

particle measurements available during this period. This study builds on the findings of147

Cox et al. (2019), and has two main objectives: (1) to explore the possibility of using148

spectral measurements of downwelling longwave radiation to generate retrievals of fog149

microphysical properties, and (2) to use these results alongside measurements of surface150

aerosol particle number concentration to look for observational evidence of fog-aerosol151

interactions over central Greenland.152

The spectral signature of downwelling longwave radiation is sensitive to the radia-153

tive properties of fog that are important for the ice sheet surface energy budget and can154

be measured continuously by passive ground-based instrumentation that, unlike many155

active remote sensing instruments, are not limited by the height of their lowest range gate156

and so do not have a ‘blind’ spot close the surface. Such measurements have been used157

to study the microphysical properties of mixed-phase polar clouds (Mahesh et al., 2001;158

Rathke et al., 2002; Turner, 2005; Garrett & Zhao, 2013; Cox et al., 2014; Shupe et al.,159

2015; Lubin et al., 2020; Richter et al., 2022); however, these studies did not specifically160

focus on fog.161

Here, we use a case-study based approach to examine the advantages and limita-162

tions of retrieving the microphysical properties of fog from downwelling longwave radi-163

ation measurements. Such measurements have the greatest sensitivity to the microphys-164

ical properties of clouds when the atmosphere is dry and the clouds are low and opti-165

cally thin. In addition, retrieval accuracy relies on a well-constrained cloud temperature.166

Taken together, this makes such measurements ideal for studying fog over central Green-167

land.168

For objective (2), we combine the results of the fog microphysical retrievals with169

measurements of surface aerosol particle number concentrations and supplementary ob-170

servations of atmospheric state to look for observational evidence to support (or negate)171

the following hypotheses:172
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(a) That low aerosol particle number concentration can be a critical control on fog173

liquid water path and lifetime.174

(b) That fogs can act to increase surface aerosol particle number concentration by en-175

hancing mixing of air from above into near-surface stable layer.176

(c) That multiple fog events during quiescent conditions act to deplete near surface177

aerosol particle number concentration, impacting fog development later in time.178

The results of this analysis may be used as the basis of future modelling studies to sys-179

tematically distinguish the importance of different fog-aerosol interaction processes, and180

to identify instrumentation requirements for future observational campaigns to study fog-181

aerosol interactions over central Greenland or in similar environments.182

2 Measurements and instrumentation183

We make use of measurements from the ICECAPS project (the Integrated Char-184

acterisation of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric state, and Precipitation at Summit; Shupe185

et al., 2013) which consists of a suite of instrumentation for monitoring atmospheric pro-186

cesses at Summit. To generate the microphysical retrievals of fog properties we use data187

from the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI), which measures spec-188

trally resolved downwelling infrared radiance between 3 and 19 µm at ∼0.48 cm−1 res-189

olution (Knuteson et al., 2004b, 2004a). At Summit, the AERI measures downwelling190

radiation continuously, alternating between views of the sky at zenith and two calibra-191

tion sources, resulting in sky measurements every 15-20 s. The AERI data are quality192

controlled as described in Guy et al. (2022) and subjected to noise filtering using the tech-193

nique described by Antonelli et al. (2004) and Turner et al. (2006). Section 3 describes194

the retrieval algorithm.195

To explore individual fog cases in more depth we examine data from the ceilome-196

ter (CT25K, Münkel, 2006), sodar (Neff et al., 2008), total sky imager, and near-surface197

temperature profiles and sensible heat flux estimates from tower-mounted in-situ sen-198

sors (Guy et al., 2020). Data from the millimetre cloud radar and precipitation occur-199

rence sensor system were used to help identify fog cases during the summer of 2019, and200

radiosonde data were used to help constrain retrievals of continuous thermodynamic pro-201

files from the AERI that are required as an input to the microphysical retrieval algorithm;202

both steps are described in detail in Guy et al. (2022). See Shupe et al. (2013) for fur-203

ther information about the overall ICECAPS instrumentation suite.204

2.1 Aerosol particle measurements205

During the summer of 2019 there were two instruments at Summit measuring sur-206

face aerosol particle number concentration in different size ranges: a butanol-based con-207

densation particle counter (CPC, GRIMM 5.400) that measured the total concentration208

of condensation nuclei every second, and an optical particle counter (SKYOPC, GRIMM209

1.129) that measured size-resolved concentrations of 250 to 4500 nm diameter particles210

every six seconds. Guy et al. (2021) describe the CPC data in more detail, including the211

estimation of particle loss in the inlet line, which resulted in the CPC measuring the num-212

ber concentration of condensation nuclei with diameters between 20 and 230 nm with213

greater than 50% efficiency. For this reason, measurements from the CPC are henceforth214

referred to as N20, indicating the number concentration of particles > 20 nm diameter.215

The SKYOPC had an identical inlet to the CPC but a higher flow rate (1.2 L min−1),216

and as a result larger particles could pass through the SKYOPC inlet. After account-217

ing for particle losses in the inlet (using the Particle Loss Calculator, Von der Weiden,218

Drewnick, & Borrmann, 2009), the SKYOPC measured the number concentration of par-219

ticles with diameters between 250 and 4500 nm with greater than 50% efficiency. For the220

SKYOPC, the measurements were corrected for particle loss in the inlet by multiplying221
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the particle number concentration by a correction factor based on the modelled inlet ef-222

ficiency as a function of particle size (which varied from 1.02 to 1.97 in the 250 to 4500223

nm size range). The total particle number concentration between 250 and 4500 nm (hence-224

forth N250) was calculated by summing the corrected size resolved SKYOPC data.225

Particles larger than 6 µm in diameter, which is smaller than the typical size of fog226

droplets (e.g. Mazoyer, Burnet, & Denjean, 2022), could not pass through either inlet,227

and the instruments were located in a heated building that was always >15◦C warmer228

than the outside air. Thus, during fog events, we assume that N20 and N250 are mea-229

surements of the dried interstitial aerosol particle number concentration. Both N20 and230

N250 were resampled to five-minute medians for the purpose of this study, and quality231

controlled to remove any instances of contamination from station pollution as in Guy232

et al. (2021). Note that this quality control does not impact any of the data presented233

here, because none of the fog cases coincide with local pollution events (which was part234

of the original event selection criteria).235

Figure 1 shows how the measurements from the SKYOPC (N250) and CPC (N20)236

intersect with the ‘typical’ size range of CCN and INP from past literature, although the237

proportion of aerosol particles that can act as a CCN depends on the aerosol type and238

degree of supersaturation, and our knowledge of the typical size range of INP particles239

is limited by sparse observations (particularly of small INP particles < 250 nm diam-240

eter). Supersaturations can reach higher values when the aerosol particle number con-241

centration is low, and particles as small as 20 nm have been observed to act as CCN in242

clean Arctic environments (Leaitch et al., 2016; Baccarini et al., 2020). Several studies243

indicate that the INP population is mostly made up of coarse-mode particles > 250 nm244

diameter (Mason et al., 2016; Creamean et al., 2018; Si et al., 2018), however recent stud-245

ies of size-resolved INP concentration over the central Arctic suggest that particles as246

small as 150 nm diameter can be an important source of INP (Creamean et al., 2022;247

Porter et al., 2022). Figure 1 also shows how measurements during the summer of 2019248

compare to those collected between 15 May and 16 June 2007 using a scanning mobil-249

ity particle sizer to detect particles with diameters from 5.5 to 195 nm diameter (Ziemba250

et al., 2010), and how they compare to the ‘typical’ size distribution of near-surface aerosol251

particles in the Arctic summer, which is mostly based on measurements from coastal and252

low elevation Arctic sites (Carslaw, 2022).253

2.2 Fog events254

We focus on the twelve radiation fog events identified by Guy et al. (2022) that oc-255

curred during the summer of 2019 (Table 1). Each fog event occurred under otherwise256

clear skies and had a detectable longwave radiative impact at the surface; the duration257

of each fog event was defined as when the 962 cm−1 downwelling radiance measured by258

the AERI is greater than a threshold of 1.7 RU (1 RU = 1 mW m−2 sr−1 cm−1), which259

is three standard deviations above the mean clear sky radiance between June and Septem-260

ber 2019. The 962 cm−1 microwindow is almost completely transparent under clear skies261

for conditions at Summit, and is therefore particularly sensitive to the presence of clouds262

(e.g. Cox, Walden, & Rowe, 2012). Note that this radiative definition of fog is distinct263

from the traditional definition of fog (a reduction of horizontal visibility to < 1,000 m)264

but is appropriate for this study because we are concerned with the radiative impact of265

fog on the surface energy budget. See Guy et al. (2022) for further details about the se-266

lection criteria for each of these case studies.267

Table 1 details each case study and indicates where aerosol particle number con-268

centration measurements are available. The SKYOPC vacuum pump experienced inter-269

mittent faults resulting in missing N250 data for some of the fog cases, and an issue with270

the CPC power supply resulted in incomplete N20 data for case 3.271
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Figure 1. The portion of the aerosol particle size distribution measured in this study, N20

shaded in blue and N250 in red, overlaid on the typical size distribution of the near-surface Arctic

atmosphere in summer (Carslaw, 2022, black dashed line), and the observed size distribution of

surface aerosol particles at Summit between May and June 2007 from Ziemba et al. (2010) (green

line). The blue and red lines indicate the mean values from the CPC (a single value in the range

20 to 230 nm) and the SKYOPC (size resolved measurements in 20 bins between 250 and 4500

nm) observed between June (or July for the SKYOPC) and September 2019.

3 Retrieval of fog microphysical properties272

We use the mixed-phase cloud property retrieval algorithm (MIXCRA, Turner, 2005),273

which uses optimal estimation to retrieve fog microphysical properties at 5-min inter-274

vals from the spectral longwave radiation measured by the AERI (note that we did not275

apply temporal averaging to the AERI spectra). The longwave radiation is sensitive to276

changes in cloud/fog phase, particle size, and optical depth when the optical depth is277

between ∼0.25 and 6, allowing the retrieval of these properties using optimal estimation278

(Turner, 2005; Cox et al., 2014). As the optical depth approaches the upper end of this279

range, the longwave spectral signature of the cloud/fog approaches that of a black body280

and contains little information about microphysical properties. As the optical depth ap-281

proaches the lower end of this range, the signal to noise ratio of the AERI becomes too282

low for meaningful retrievals. Figure 2 shows how the mean spectral signature from the283

AERI during the fog events varied, spanning much of the dynamical range between clear284

sky conditions and optically thick stratus in the atmospheric window region (where the285

cloud-free atmosphere is mostly transparent to longwave gaseous absorption ∼800 to 1200286

cm−1).287

MIXCRA models each fog event as two collocated ‘clouds’, one consisting of ice crys-288

tals and the other of water droplets. Starting from user input a priori values of optical289

depth (τ) and particle effective radius (R) for each cloud (τliq and Rliq for the liquid cloud290

and τice and Rice for the ice cloud), as well as vertical profiles of atmospheric temper-291

ature and water vapor content, the algorithm uses a forward model to calculate the ex-292

pected spectral signature of the combined cloud and atmosphere, and then iterates us-293

ing optimal estimation to determine the values [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice] that optimally match294

the spectral signature observed by the AERI, given the a priori and the measurement295

uncertainty.296
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Figure 2. AERI radiance measurements averaged over each fog case (colored lines, see leg-

end inset). The thick black line shows the median for all fog cases, which can be contrasted to

the median over all confirmed clear sky hours (thick grey line), and an example of an optically

thick stratus cloud (from 01 to 02 UTC on 08 June 2019, dashed black line). Spectral radiance

is resampled to 4 cm−1 for clarity (native resolution is 0.5 cm−1). Vertical grey lines show the

spectral bands used in the MIXCRA retrievals (between major gaseous absorption bands). Note

the two spectral bands at wavenumbers below 570 cm−1; these are critical for ascertaining the

phase of the fog layers (?, ?; Turner, 2005).

Note that throughout this study τ refers to the visible optical depth (where extinc-297

tion efficiency is 2), transformed from the optical depth at 11 µm as described in Turner298

(2005). See Turner (2005) for further information about the implementation of the op-299

timal estimation. After the retrieval of [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice], fog LWP is determined from300

equation (1), where ρ is the bulk density of water.301

LWP =
2ρRliqτliq

3
(1)302

MIXCRA uses the Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer Model (LBLRTM) version 12.1303

(Clough et al., 1992; Clough & Iacono, 1995) as a forward model to calculate the gaseous304

clear sky optical depth spectra as a function of height, and the DISORT algorithm (Stamnes305

et al., 1988) to simulate radiance from the ice and liquid cloud (which accounts for both306

scattering and absorption); the combined LBLRTM and DISORT code is referred to as307

LBLDIS. The HITRAN 2008 database (Rothman et al., 2009) provides the molecular308

absorption properties used by the LBLRTM. The single-scattering properties used by309

DISORT are discussed in section 3.1.1. The radiative transfer calculation also requires310

information about the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere and profiles of at-311

mospheric gases. Trace gas concentrations are supplied by the U.S. standard atmosphere312

(1976), and CO2 concentrations are scaled to mimic the seasonal and yearly increase in313

atmospheric CO2 observed at the Mauna Loa observatory. Uncertainties related to the314

distribution and concentration of these gases are mitigated in MIXCRA by only includ-315

ing narrow spectral bands (micro-windows) from the AERI in the optimal estimation pro-316

cess, and hence avoiding major gaseous absorption bands (the micro-windows used in317

this study are highlighted on fig. 2).318

Thermodynamic profiles (temperature and water vapor) used within MIXCRA were319

retrieved using the TROPoe algorithm, which also uses an optimal estimation approach320
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based on AERI observations, taking advantage of the fact that the AERI is also highly321

sensitive to the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere (Turner & Blumberg, 2019;322

Turner & Löhnert, 2021). The accuracy of the TROPoe thermodynamic profile retrievals323

during the 12 fog case studies is ±1.0◦C for temperature and ±0.39 g kg−1 for water va-324

por in the lowest 1,000 m a.g.l (Guy et al., 2022). We assume that any impact of aerosols325

on the radiative transfer calculation is negligible, because the absorption and scatter-326

ing coefficients of aerosol particles in the infrared at Summit are generally small (Schmeisser327

et al., 2018) and there are no local sources of aerosol particles near Summit after instances328

of local pollution from the station are excluded.329

The a priori value of τliq used as starting point for the optimal estimation is based330

on the LWP retrieved by the TROPoe algorithm (Guy et al., 2022) with a standard de-331

viation of 6. Note that TROPoe does not account for scattering processes and assumes332

only liquid droplets are present; MIXCRA adjusts this first guess value to account for333

the possible presence of ice particles and accounts for multiple scattering. The a priori334

value for Rliq is set to 11±6 µm, based on in-situ measurements of the size distribution335

of fog droplets at Summit in 2013 and 2014 (Cox et al., 2019). The a priori ice optical336

depth is set to 0 with a standard deviation of 6, which gives the algorithm flexibility to337

retrieve ice properties. The choice to initiate the retrieval with a liquid-only cloud is based338

on the fact that liquid phase fogs are more commonly detected than ice fogs during the339

summer at Summit (Cox et al., 2019). The a priori ice particle effective radius is set to340

18±15 µm based on the distribution of ice crystal effective radius retrieved from mixed-341

phase clouds over the Arctic Ocean in 1998 (Turner, 2005).342

3.1 Uncertainty quantification and quality control343

As an initial quality control, we omit any retrievals where the root mean squared344

error (RMSE) between the final forward radiance calculation (that is, the calculation of345

expected radiance using the retrieved cloud properties) and the measured AERI radi-346

ance is > 1.2 RU. The goal of this quality control is to omit any retrievals for which the347

retrieval is unable to bring the calculated radiance into agreement with the measured348

radiance to within the expected instrument uncertainty level (a threshold of 1.2 RU is349

selected because in 90% of all retrievals the RMSE corresponding to a 3σ uncertainty350

in the AERI measurements due to noise and calibration uncertainty falls below this value).351

For rejected retrievals, we assume that additional unknown sources of error exist (e.g.352

large errors in temperature), hindering accurate cloud property retrievals. Cox et al. (2019)353

also used a threshold of 1.2 RU for the retrieval of cloud microphysical properties from354

AERI measurements in northern Canada.355

MIXCRA calculates the uncertainties in [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice] by propagating the356

calibration uncertainty of the AERI (< 1% of ambient radiance, described in Knuteson357

et al., 2004a) and the uncertainty associated with the sensitivity of the forward model358

(i.e. how much the spectral cloud emissivity changes with small perturbations in [τliq,359

Rliq, τice, Rice]) through the optimal estimation algorithm (Turner, 2005). Figure 3 shows360

how the 2σ percentage uncertainty (as output by the MIXCRA algorithm) varies as a361

function of τliq (for τliq and Rliq) and τice (for τice and Rice) for all the retrievals dur-362

ing the fog events. For all retrieved properties, the minimum percentage uncertainties363

occur when the fog optical depth is ∼1, consistent with the findings of Turner (2005).364

The percentage uncertainties in all properties increase when the fog is mixed phase365

(i.e. when both τliq and τice > 0.02, light blue and pink colours in fig. 3), which is re-366

lated to the additional degrees of freedom when retrieving properties for a mixed-phase367

cloud compared to a single-phase cloud as well as the challenges of separating the two368

phases cleanly (because the liquid and ice signals are correlated). The higher percent-369

age uncertainties in Rice compared to Rliq are related to the fact that the retrieval is more370

sensitive to small particles, and ice particles are generally larger than liquid droplets.371
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Figure 3. Percentage uncertainty (2σ) in (a) τliq and (b) Rliq as a function of τliq , and in (c)

τice and (d) Rice as a function of τice, for every retrieval used in this study. The red line is the

mean value (in nine logarithmically spaced bins). Points are coloured based on the magnitude of

τice (a and b) or τliq (c and d). The black vertical dashed line highlights an optical depth of 0.25

used as a minimum required optical depth for valid retrievals in this study.
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As the fog optical depth approaches zero, the percentage uncertainties in all retrieved372

properties become very large due to the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio, necessitating373

the selection of a minimum optical depth above which fog microphysical properties can374

be retrieved with an acceptable level of uncertainty. For this study we choose to use an375

optical depth threshold of τliq > 0.25 (for τliq, Rliq and LWP) and τice > 0.25 (for τice,376

Rice), consistent with Cox et al. (2014), resulting in a mean 2σ percentage uncertainty377

of < 40% for τliq and < 20% for Rliq (fig. 3). This corresponds to a minimum detectable378

liquid water path of 2.0-3.0 g m−2 (for Rliq 12 to 18 µm) with a 2σ uncertainty of 0.9-379

1.5 g m−2. For ice properties, τice > 0.25 corresponds to when the mean percentage un-380

certainties in τice and Rice are below ∼60% (fig. 3).381

We do not need to be concerned about a loss of sensitivity due to saturation in the382

infrared, because none of the fog cases have a spectral signature approaching that of a383

black body (fig. 2). Furthermore, because the maximum precipitable water vapor (PWV)384

during the 12 fog events is only 0.78 cm (with a mean value of 0.35 cm across all events),385

the ability of MIXCRA to determine fog phase is not impacted by excessive water va-386

por (> 1 cm PWV can lead to signal saturation in the 16 to 20 µm region, Turner, 2005;387

Cox et al., 2014). Figure 4 shows the percentage of retrievals during each case study that388

meet the quality control criteria of RMSE < 1.2 RU and τliq > 0.25 (for liquid phase re-389

trievals) or τice > 0.25 (for ice phase retrievals). Less than 8% of all retrievals are dis-390

carded due to poor RMSE, but the optical depth threshold severely limits the percent-391

age of valid retrievals in each fog case, and in case 7, the optical depth is too low for any392

valid retrievals.393

Figure 4. The percentage of all retrievals from each case study that meet the quality control

criteria of RMSE < 1.2 and optical depth > 0.25 for liquid properties (blue) and ice properties

(orange). The percentage of good retrievals used in the remainder of this study are shown by the

dark blue and orange colours.

The MIXCRA algorithm does not account for uncertainties in the atmospheric state394

(gas and temperature profiles) or for uncertainties related to the choice of single-scattering395

properties (SSPs) for liquid droplets and ice crystals. As mentioned above, uncertain-396

ties related to the concentrations of atmospheric gases are minimised through the selec-397

tion of micro-windows used by MIXCRA. The atmospheric temperature profile has a mean398

RMSE (compared to radiosonde profiles) of ±1◦C in the lowest 1,000 m a.g.l during these399

case studies (Guy et al., 2022), and the difference in the retrieved values of [τliq, Rliq,400

τice, Rice] if the temperature profile is uniformly increased or decreased by 1◦C are small,401

resulting in a mean difference in τliq of 0.2 and Rliq of 0.8 µm based on sensitivity tests402

with 38 retrievals.403
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3.1.1 Uncertainties related to the choice of SSPs404

The choice of single-scattering properties (SSPs) to use in the retrievals is non-trivial.405

There is emerging evidence that the SSPs of supercooled water droplets are tempera-406

ture dependent, and that the use of SSPs that assume a warmer temperature than re-407

ality can result in overestimations of ice fraction and underestimations of liquid droplet408

effective radius (Rowe et al., 2013, 2022). Although the temperature profile during the409

fog events is well characterised, the temperature during a single event can vary by up410

to 13◦C both temporally and vertically within the lowest 15 m a.g.l due to radiative cool-411

ing and changes in boundary layer mixing (fig. S1, supporting information). Further-412

more, the SSPs of ice crystals depend on the ice crystal habit (e.g. Yang et al., 2005),413

but there is very little information about ice crystal habit at Summit during fog events.414

Isolated plates and bullets are often reported by observers, but whether any of these crys-415

tals are associated with fog events (as opposed to snow, blowing snow, or diamond dust)416

is unclear. A multi-angled snowflake camera operational at Summit in 2019, which pho-417

tographed particles with a maximum dimension > 30 µm (Garrett et al., 2012), did not418

detect any identifiable ice crystals during the fog events. This suggests that any ice par-419

ticles that were present during the fog were unlikely to be bullets or columns, which are420

typically > 30 µm along their major axis (Walden et al., 2003). Schmitt et al. (2013) found421

that ice fog particles in the interior of Alaska are generally droxtals or plates, although422

these fogs are not necessarily comparable to Summit because they were heavily polluted.423

To account for the additional uncertainty related to the choice of SSPs, we ran MIX-424

CRA in three configurations (Pw, Pc, and Dw; Table 2). We choose from four databases425

of liquid droplet SSPs corresponding to temperatures of 240, 253, 263, and 273 K (Rowe426

et al., 2013, 2020). For Pw and Dw, we use the liquid SSPs that correspond to the warmest427

temperature measured in the lowest 15 m a.g.l during each fog event, and for Pc we use428

the liquid SSPs that correspond to the coldest temperature measured during the fog (fig.429

S1). For the ice habit, we use SSPs associated with hexagonal plates (for Pw and Pc)430

and droxtals (for Dw) (Yang et al., 2005). We choose these three configurations as a com-431

promise between reducing the computational time of running multiple configurations and432

representing the uncertainty associated with the SSPs well. Results from individual test433

cases indicated that changing the liquid SSPs between the warmest and coolest temper-434

atures had a larger impact on the results than changing the ice SSPs.435

Table 2. The three configurations of single-scattering properties (SSPs) for ice and liquid par-

ticles used in the MIXCRA retrievals. Liquid SSPs at temperatures of either 240, 253, 263, or

273 K were used, corresponding to the warmest (or coldest, per table) measured temperature in

the lowest 15 m a.g.l. during each fog event.

Ice Liquid SSP
habit temperature

Pw Plates warmest
Pc Plates coldest
Dw Droxtals warmest

For the rest of this study, the microphysical retrievals shown are the mean values436

of the three configurations in Table 2, and we account for the additional uncertainty in-437

troduced by the SSPs assumption using equation (2), where 2σ is the combined uncer-438

tainty of each retrieved parameter (i.e. τliq, Rliq, τice, and Rice), 2σa is the 2σ uncer-439

tainty output by the MIXCRA algorithm, ∆Si is the maximum difference in the retrieved440

parameter resulting from varying the ice crystal SSPs, and ∆SL is the maximum differ-441

ence in the retrieved parameter resulting from varying the liquid SSPs.442
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2σ =
√
2σ2

a +∆S2
i +∆S2

L (2)443

3.2 Validation against in-situ measurements444

The ability of the MIXCRA algorithm to accurately determine simultaneous ice445

and liquid optical depths of single-layer mixed-phase Arctic clouds is well established through446

comparisons with depolarisation lidars (Turner et al., 2003; Turner & Eloranta, 2008),447

but assessments of the accuracy of MIXCRA retrievals of cloud droplet effective radius448

are limited to two comparisons with in-situ aircraft measurements of liquid-phase stra-449

tus clouds over the south-central US (Vogelmann et al., 2012) and off the west coast of450

California (Turner, 2007). Vogelmann et al. (2012) found that MIXCRA captured the451

primary mode of the cloud droplet distribution well; the mean and standard deviation452

of the MIXCRA size distribution was 5.3 ± 1.6 µm compared to 4.9 ± 0.7 µm for the453

aircraft probe. Turner (2007) found a mean bias of 0.1 µm between the aircraft measure-454

ments and MIXCRA, with an interquartile spread of 1.9 µm. In both cases, the aircraft455

measurements represent just one level in the cloud whereas the MIXCRA retrievals are456

representative of a column value (weighted by optical depth). To date, there have been457

no assessments of the accuracy of MIXCRA in determining the microphysical proper-458

ties of fog.459

Here, we assess the ability of MIXCRA to retrieve Rliq during fog at Summit by460

comparing MIXCRA Rliq retrievals with droplet effective radius determined from FM100461

single-particle light scattering spectrometers installed at 2 m and 10 m a.g.l during a su-462

percooled liquid fog event at Summit on 16 June 2013 (fig. 5). Note that the FM100 in-463

struments were installed on a tower approximately 480 m from the AERI instrument.464

This case is described further in Cox et al. (2019) and is a near-idealised example of ra-465

diation fog formation at Summit, the development of which is particularly similar to case466

4 in 2019.467

The FM100 probes made size-resolved measurements of particles with radii (r) of468

1-25 µm based on individual particle scattering characteristics, under the assumption469

that the particles are liquid spheres. The effective radius (R) was calculated from the470

FM100 particle size distribution [n(r)] using equation (3).471

R =

∫∞
0

πr3n(r)dr∫∞
0

πr2n(r)dr
(3)472

To estimate the uncertainty in R determined from the FM100 measurements, we473

recalculated the FM100 particle size distribution 100 times, each time randomly select-474

ing errors from uniform distributions of five possible sources of uncertainty: (1) probe475

air speed (±5%), (2) wind speed (±0.5 m s−1), (3) wind direction (±5◦), (4) whether476

or not overlapping bins were combined (as described in Cox et al., 2019) (binary), and477

(5) the uncertainty in bin sizing (randomised shifts to neighbouring bins). For more de-478

tails on the uncertainties associated with the FM100 probe, see Cox et al. (2019) and479

supplement. Bin sizing ambiguities were dominant over sampling errors for this case be-480

cause the latter were small due to the ambient wind direction and speed being optimally481

aligned with the probe inlet geometry and the speed of the pumped air through the probe482

(see also Spiegel et al., 2012). The 2σ uncertainty in R is then determined from the stan-483

dard deviation of R across all the perturbed calculations.484

MIXCRA Rliq is not directly comparable to R determined from the FM100 probes,485

because the downwelling radiance measured by the AERI is sensitive to the bulk infrared486

signal from the entire population of particles in the scene view of the AERI instrument487

(the height of which varies with accumulation but is typically around 3 m a.g.l), whereas488

R determined from the FM100 is based on the forward scattering of light in the visible489
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Figure 5. Fog event on 16 June 2013. (a) Calculated effective radius (R) from FM100 mea-

surements at 10 m a.g.l (red line) and 2 m a.g.l (white line) overlaid on the FM100 particle size

distribution at 10 m a.g.l. (coloured shading). (b) Retrieved liquid optical depth (black line), raw

ceilometer backscatter (grey shading), and ceilometer vertical visibility values (blue markers, and

orange for ‘obscured’). (c) Cross validation of fog droplet Rliq retrieved from the MIXCRA algo-

rithm (black) and determined from in-situ measurements (FM100 probes at 2 m, cyan, and 10 m,

red). Shading represents 2 σ uncertainties, and the light blue region shows where the retrieved

optical depth was greater than 0.25.
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range from individual particles passed across the detector at a set height above the sur-490

face (2 m or 10 m). Therefore, we would only expect these values to compare well if the491

size distribution of the particle population at the height of the FM100 instrument was492

representative of the vertical distribution of the particle population. Cox et al. (2019)493

show that the fog droplet size distribution varies with height, with the 2 m probe gen-494

erally measuring larger particles than the 10 m probe, consistent with particles prefer-495

entially forming higher up before settling out. However, on 16 June 2013, after the ini-496

tial fog formation, the R at 2 m was consistently smaller than at 10 m (fig. 5), the par-497

ticle number concentration at 2 m was also consistently higher than at 10 m (Cox et al.,498

2019), possibly indicating partial evaporation of droplets and a reduction in settling ve-499

locity at 2 m.500

Despite this caveat, the MIXCRA Rliq compares very well to the R calculated from501

both FM100 probes when τliq > 0.25 (fig. 5c) over a range of R from 12.5 to 20 µm. The502

RMSE between the MIXCRA Rliq and FM100 R is 2.0 µm at both 2 m and 10 m, with503

a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.57 and 0.69 respectively. However, the strength504

of this correlation is not consistent over the fog lifetime. During the initial stage of the505

fog (02:20 to 04:00) the MIXCRA Rliq was consistently smaller than R from both FM100506

instruments (by an average of 1.5 µm at 2 m and 2.7 µm at 10m). Between 04:00 and507

05:00 there was an initial reduction in R in the FM100 measurements (and a reduction508

in particle number concentration, Cox et al., 2019) followed by a sharp increase in R at509

04:15. This coincided with a sharp increase in optical depth (fig. 5b), erosion of the sur-510

face temperature inversion, and evidence of wind-shear driven mixing in sodar observa-511

tions (Cox et al., 2019). The increase in R was also apparent in the MIXCRA Rliq, but512

started earlier (at 04:00), and the maximum Rliq between 04:30 and 05:00 (17 µm) was513

lower than the maximum R measured by the FM100 probes during this interval (21 µm514

at 2 m and 19 µm at 10 m). This could be explained by an increase in altitude of the515

main layer of droplet formation; when the optical depth increases and the surface-based516

temperature inversion is eroded, new droplet formation would be initiated by radiative517

cooling at the fog top (Haeffelin et al., 2013). If the droplet formation layer height in-518

creased to greater than 10 m a.g.l, these droplets would have then grown and settled,519

resulting in larger particles at 10 m and even larger particles at 2 m (as observed between520

04:30 and 05:15). After 05:15, the fog LWP decreased (Cox et al., 2019) suggesting no521

further droplet growth, and the optical depth gradually decreased. Between 06:00 and522

10:00, the boundary layer was well-mixed (Cox et al., 2019), R varied consistently at 2523

m and 10 m, and the MIXCRA Rliq captured these variations well. Overall, the MIX-524

CRA Rliq is slightly better correlated with the measurements at 10 m, although this is525

largely due to detection of large (> 20 µm) particles detected at 2 m that are not reflected526

in the MIXCRA retrieval.527

In summary, this cross-validation demonstrates that the MIXCRA algorithm can528

accurately retrieve Rliq during fog events at Summit with the following caveats:529

1. Due to the threshold optical depth of 0.25, below which signal to noise ratio in530

the AERI measurements is insufficient to accurately retrieve fog microphysical prop-531

erties, MIXCRA is not able to capture the initial growth period of the fog droplets532

(between 00:10 and 02:20 in fig. 5).533

2. These results are based off a single case study and cover an effective radius range534

of 12.5 to 20 µm. More observations of R at a variety of heights and over a larger535

range of fog conditions are necessary to fully characterise the ability of MIXCRA536

to accurately retrieve fog droplet effective radius.537
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4 Results538

4.1 Summary of microphysical retrievals during the 2019 fog cases539

Figure 6 summarises the retrieved fog microphysical properties from the twelve case540

studies, and figures S2 and S3 in the supporting information show the temporal evolu-541

tion of the microphysical properties during each case. Retrievals were calculated every542

five minutes during each fog event, so the number of valid retrievals indicated on fig. 6a543

is the number of five-minute intervals during which there was sufficient optical depth for544

the retrieval (τliq > 0.25 for liquid, or τice > 0.25 for ice properties).545

Figure 6. Relative probability distribution of fog microphysical properties retrieved during

each individual case study listed in table 1 and for all cases (right hand side). The mean and in-

terquartile range of each distribution is shown by the diamond shaped point and associated error

bars when the number of valid retrievals is > 10, otherwise crosses show values from individual

retrievals. (a) Liquid (τliq, green) and ice (τice, purple) optical depth, (b) liquid (Rliq, green) and

ice (Rice, purple) particle effective radius, and (c) liquid water path (LWP). Only retrievals where

the optical depth is sufficient are shown (τice > 0.25 for ice properties, or τliq > 0.25 for liquid

properties).

For the cases where there was sufficient ice optical depth for a retrieval, the mean546

Rice was 24.0 µm (fig. 6b) and the range was 18.5 to 31.4 µm. This is in broad agree-547

ment with the mean effective radii of ice crystals measured in low-level Arctic clouds (∼21-548

25 µm, Lawson, Baker, Schmitt, & Jensen, 2001; Turner et al., 2003; McFarquhar et al.,549
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2007). The mean Rliq was 14.0 µm and the mean during individual events varied from550

10.0 to 15.1 µm (fig. 6b). The overall mean Rliq is slightly larger than the mean R de-551

termined from the summertime FM100 measurements at 10 m in 2013/14 from Cox et552

al. (2019), which was 11.4 ± 3 µm. However, it is important to note that the MIXCRA553

retrievals are only valid when τliq > 0.25, and hence they do not include the initial phase554

of fog formation where there are a lot of very small droplets that can be detected by the555

FM100 (for example, see fig. 5). The range in Rliq across all retrievals was 6.6 µm (at556

the beginning of case 3) to 34.8 µm (just prior to fog dispersal in case 6).557

Most of the fog cases have a mean LWP < 10 g m−2 (fig. 6c), but for cases 2 and558

4 the maximum LWP exceeds 30 g m−2, which can result in an increase in downwelling559

longwave radiation of > 50 W m−2 relative to clear sky conditions (Miller et al., 2015;560

Cox et al., 2019). The minimum LWP retrieved by MIXCRA was 1.3 g m−2 at the be-561

ginning of event 3, associated with the smallest retrieved droplet size (Rliq 6.6 µm). In562

cases 7, 8, and 10, the fog is so optically thin that the LWP is below the limit of detec-563

tion for most of the event despite a reduction in horizontal visibility at the surface (to564

just 400 m in case 8) and observations of fog bows confirming the presence of liquid wa-565

ter on all three occasions. No optics were reported by onsite observers during the ice-566

phase fog (case 12), although the sun was below the horizon most of the time.567

4.2 Aerosol particle measurements during fog events568

The mean N250 across all fog events was 1.7 cm−3 (with the mean during individ-569

ual events ranging from 0.4 to 2.2 cm−3, fig. 7a), and the mean N20 across all fog events570

was 187 cm−3 (ranging from 41.9 to 448 cm−3, fig. 7b), these values represent the in-571

terstitial aerosol particle number concentration during fog. The temporal evolution of572

N20 and N250 during each event is shown in fig. S4 in the supporting information. The573

mean N250 during fog events is slightly lower than the overall mean value (including clear574

and foggy periods) from June to September 2019 (2.4 cm−3), whereas the mean value575

of N20 during fog is slightly higher than the seasonal mean (170 cm−3). However, the576

mean N250 and N20 over the 2 hours prior to fog onset are 8.2 and 191 cm−3 respectively,577

both of which are higher than the mean values over the entire period. In all but case 7,578

N250 drops below 0.5 cm−3 during the fog event, suggesting that almost all particles in579

the N250 size range are activated into (or scavenged by) fog particles. This is not the case580

for N20; an order of magnitude decrease in N20 during fog is only apparent in case 10,581

where N20 falls below 10 cm−3.582

Figure 8 illustrates the temporal evolution of N250 and N20 during each fog event,583

where fog onset is defined as when the downwelling radiance measured by the AERI in-584

creases above the clear sky threshold (see section 2.2), and the percentage change in N585

is relative to the mean value during the two hours prior to fog onset. On average, both586

N250 and N20 decrease during the first 300 minutes after fog onset, consistent with the587

growth and activation of aerosol particles into fog particles that are too large for either588

instrument to detect (> 6 µm). Note that this does not necessarily mean that these par-589

ticles are removed from the atmosphere; they may sediment out or they may be released590

back into the atmosphere after the fog evaporates, either in the same form or after pro-591

cessing within the fog particle.592

For N250 there is a reduction in number concentration after fog onset in all events593

(of 72 ± 26% after 300 minutes). For case 12, the magnitude of the percentage decrease594

is small compared to the other events, which is related to the fact that the absolute val-595

ues of N250 during case 12 are exceptionally low, with an initial mean N250 in the two596

hours prior to fog onset of only 0.2 cm−3. The initial N250 in the 2 hours prior to fog597

onset is consistent in time for all cases apart from case 11, where it varies between 1.2598

and 6.8 cm−3. In cases 8 and 10, a sharp reduction in N250 of 80% begins 30 minutes599

prior to the radiative detection of fog onset, whereas in cases 3 and 7, there is a slight600
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Figure 7. Relative probability distribution of aerosol particle number concentrations [(a) N250

and (b) N20] measured during each individual case study listed in table 1 (left) and for all cases

(right). The mean and interquartile range of each distribution is shown by the diamond shaped

point and associated error bars. Grey bars indicate missing data (< 80% complete during fog

event).

Figure 8. Percent change in N250 (left) and N20 (right) during the first 300 minutes of each

fog event (coloured lines, see legend inset), compared to the average value in the two hours prior

to fog onset. Thick black line is the median across all events.
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increase in N250 at fog onset followed by a reduction in N250 that starts 20-30 minutes601

later. The duration of case 7 is only 102 minutes in total, and 80 minutes into the event602

N250 begins to increase, returning to the concentration prior to fog formation 10 min-603

utes after the fog is no longer detected, suggesting that on this occasion, 100% of the par-604

ticles that were incorporated into the fog were re-released after the fog dissipated.605

In contrast to N250, the change in N20 is highly variable between different fog events606

(fig. 8). In cases 2 and 11, there was more than a 100% increase in N20 during the event.607

For case 2, this increase started two hours before the fog was detected, meaning that the608

‘initial’ N20 concentration is not a good representation over average conditions prior to609

the fog. In case 11 there was an initial decrease in N20 followed by a sharp increase 60610

minutes into the fog event, during which N20 reached 1370 cm−3 (> 99th percentile of611

N20 measured between June and September 2019), but 240 minutes later, after the fog612

was no longer detected, N20 returned to values close to those prior to fog onset. This anoma-613

lous case is discussed further in section 5. In cases 8, 9, and 10, there was a reduction614

in N20 that started 30-40 minutes prior to fog onset (of 20%, 30%, and 50% respectively).615

Note that some of the variability in evolution of N20 during fog events could be re-616

lated to the size distribution of N20 particles; for example, if most of the N20 particles617

are closer to 30 nm diameter (i.e. the first mode in the Ziemba et al., 2010 measurements,618

fig. 1) these particles might be subject to different processes during a fog event than to619

N20 particles closer to 150 nm (the second mode in the Ziemba et al., 2010 measurements,620

fig. 1). Particles closer to 150 nm in size more readily act as CCN, whereas smaller par-621

ticles would require larger supersaturations before activation. Size resolved measurements622

of particles < 250 nm diameter would be required to investigate these details further.623

For five of the six cases where both N250 and N20 are available, the two measure-624

ments are positively correlated (fig. 9). The exception is case 11, during which N250 de-625

creases to < 0.2 cm−3, but there was an anomalous spike in N20 in the middle of the fog626

event (discussed further in section 5). In cases 4 and 8, N250 was almost completely de-627

pleted, but there is only a small reduction (< 35%) in N20. This suggests that during628

these two cases, the supersaturations were not high enough to activate many particles629

with diameters < 250 nm. In cases 10 and 12, N250 was almost completely depleted, and630

N20 was also depleted by 73 and 41% respectively. During case 10, the reduction in N20631

occurred simultaneously with the reduction in N250 (fig. 9) even though the initial N250632

concentration was above average. The reduction in N20 and N250 started 30 minutes prior633

to fog detection, and then both concentrations remained steady after fog onset, suggest-634

ing that supersaturations during this event were high enough to activate smaller parti-635

cles (or that the N20 concentration in this case was dominated by larger particles). In636

case 12 the initial concentration of N250 was only 0.24 cm−3, and there was a gradual637

decrease in N20 after fog onset.638

5 Discussion: Observational evidence of fog-aerosol interactions639

The results described in section 4 hint that there are a variety of different ways in640

which fog interacts with the surface aerosol particle population across the twelve case641

studies. Of the seven cases for which N250 measurements are available, only cases 4 and642

11 develop a LWP > 10 g m−2. The longwave radiative forcing for a LWP of 5 to 30 g643

m−2 compared to that of an equivalent clear sky day is very sensitive to small changes644

in LWP, and the difference between a LWP of 5 g m−2 and a LWP of 10 g m−2 can equate645

to > 20 W m−2 difference in longwave radiation at the surface (Miller et al., 2015). For646

this reason, understanding why some fogs develop a LWP > 10 g m−2 while others do647

not is important for understanding the radiative impact of fog over the GrIS. One of the648

factors that can influence LWP in liquid and mixed-phase fogs is the properties of the649

aerosol population. In this section, we use the observations presented in section 4 to dis-650

cuss the role of fog-aerosol interactions over central Greenland. Throughout this discus-651
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Figure 9. The relationship between N20 and N250 during the fog events for which both mea-

surements are available. Boxplots show the aggregated distribution of N250 and N20 during all

events. Coloured circles on the boxplots indicate the initial N20 and N250 concentration averaged

over the 2 hours prior to each event. Pearson’s-r correlation coefficients (r) in the legend inset

are for the correlation between log(N20) and log(N250), all r values are significant at the 99%

confidence level.

sion we make the assumption that changes in the fog and aerosol population were oc-652

curring in-situ (i.e. not related to advective processes). We justify this assumption based653

on the fact that (a) most of the fog events are likely to be radiation fogs due to the fact654

that they form in the evening on days with clear skies, and (b) that the wind speeds (2655

to 14 m a.g.l) during all events are relatively low (3.5 ± 0.3 m s−1). Despite the low wind656

speeds, for some of the longer events (> 8 hours) the horizontal length scale can be ∼100657

km, and we acknowledge that advective process may have played a role in some of the658

observed changes in fog and aerosol properties.659

5.1 Aerosol particle controls on fog microphysics660

The goal of this section is to identify whether there is observational evidence that661

low aerosol particle number concentrations is a critical control on fog liquid water path662

and lifetime. To do this, we focus on the cases of liquid and mixed-phase fog where N250663

measurements are available (cases 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, and 11).664

In radiation fog, liquid droplets form when the surface cools radiatively until the665

air becomes saturated with respect to water, after which water condenses on CCN par-666

ticles, growing them into fog droplets (e.g. Gultepe et al., 2007). Whether or not ice is667

present, liquid droplets will continue to grow as long as supersaturation with respect to668

water is maintained (either by continued radiative cooling or moisture influx) until they669

are large enough to settle out, and new droplet formation will continue as long as there670

are CCN particles present that may be activated for the given degree of supersaturation.671

In the initial stages of radiation fog development, when the atmosphere is stable and close672

to saturation, the degree of supersaturation is determined by the cooling rate, and by673

the properties of the aerosol particle population, which determine the number concen-674

tration of CCN for a given supersaturation. The air mass specific humidity also plays675

a role in determining the amount of cooling required to reach a given supersaturation,676
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but this effect is small because the saturation mixing ratio does not change much at cold677

temperatures (< 0.1 g kg−1 ◦C−1 for temperatures <-8 ◦C). Based on this, and assum-678

ing an absence of advective processes and limited turbulent mixing, the initial forma-679

tion of liquid droplets in a supercooled radiation fog development might either be ‘aerosol-680

limited’ or ‘cooling-rate limited’ (similar to how a convective cloud might be ‘aerosol-681

limited’ or ‘updraft limited’, i.e. Reutter et al., 2009).682

In a ‘cooling-rate limited’ scenario, the initial supersaturation would increase slowly.683

Using the observations available in this study, this situation would be characterised by684

relatively low activated fractions of N250 at fog onset, because particles that can act as685

CCN at low supersaturations will be a subsample of N250 (McFiggans et al., 2006), fol-686

lowed by a gradual droplet growth and continual activation while cooling continues, and687

higher supersaturations allow the activation of further particles. In contrast, an ‘aerosol-688

limited’ fog would be characterised by high initial activation ratios of N250 and N20 at689

fog onset, as all particles that can act as CCN are activated. With continued cooling,690

and in the absence of new droplet formation due to a lack of CCN, the existing fog droplets691

would grow to relatively large sizes, ultimately settling out and preventing an increase692

in fog LWP despite continued cooling (as described by Mauritsen et al., 2011). The pres-693

ence of ‘aerosol-limited’ fogs would support the hypothesis that the low aerosol parti-694

cle number concentrations can be a critical control on fog liquid water path and lifetime.695

To identify whether there are any cases of ‘aerosol-limited’ fogs, we calculate cool-696

ing rates during each fog event from temperature measurements at 2 m, 4 m, 9 m and697

14 m a.g.l. The development of the near surface temperature profile during each fog event698

is shown in the supporting information (fig. S1). The cooling rate is calculated from the699

60-minute rolling mean of the mean temperature across these four heights. Of the six700

cases for which N250 measurements are available and liquid water is detected, case 7 has701

an extremely low cooling rate (< 0.5 K h−1, fig. 10a) and a low activated fraction of N250702

at fog onset (fig. 8), suggesting that this event is more likely to be limited by the low703

cooling rate than by the aerosol population.704

For the remaining five cases, the maximum cooling rate ranges from 2.4 K h−1 (case705

11) to 4.0 K h−1 (case 10) and occurs 30 to 50 minutes after fog onset, except in case706

3, where the maximum cooling rate occurs 140 minutes after fog onset (fig. 10a). These707

cooling rates are within the range of those observed in mid-latitude radiation fogs (∼1708

to 4 K h−1, e.g. Price, 2011; Haeffelin et al., 2013). In cases 3 and 4, N250 decreases grad-709

ually as the surface layer continues to cool, which suggests that neither of these two cases710

were in the ‘aerosol-limited’ regime, and that aerosol number concentrations were not711

the main reason why case 4 developed into an optically thick fog with LWP > 10 g m−2
712

but case 3 did not. The near-surface specific humidity and temperature profiles in both713

cases were similar (see table 1), and so the difference in fog development was likely due714

to differences in dynamics: In case 3, 110 minutes into the event, a burst of turbulent715

kinetic energy (0.3 m2 s−2, not shown) at 14 m is followed by warmer temperatures prop-716

agating downwards towards the surface (fig. S1), this mixing of warm air downwards could717

have limited the fog development.718

In cases 8 and 10, there is a high activated fraction of N250 at fog onset (68 and719

62% respectively) as well as a relatively high activated fraction of N20 (15 and 45% re-720

spectively). Case 10 had the highest activated fraction of N20 out of all fog cases. In both721

cases, there is little further change in N250 or N20 after fog onset despite continued cool-722

ing (figs. 8 and 10). This suggests that the aerosol particle number concentration could723

have limited fog development (lifetime and LWP) in these cases. Unfortunately, the low724

fog optical depths limit the ability of the MIXCRA retrieval algorithm to provide infor-725

mation about fog phase and particle sizes for both cases. Finally, in case 11, there is greater726

variability in N250 both prior to and after fog onset compared to the other cases, and727

in this case the fog develops much more rapidly than in case 4, with LWP increasing to728

> 10 g m−2 80 minutes after fog onset (as opposed to 180 minutes in case 4). The warm-729
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Figure 10. Time series of (a) cooling rate (2 to 14 m a.g.l), (b) percentage change in N250, (c)

liquid water path (LWP), and (d) Liquid droplet effective radius (Rliq) during the case studies

for which N250 measurements are available. Note that cases 7 and 12, identified as ‘cooling-rate

limited’ fogs are only included on panel (a). The error bars on panels (c) and (d) show the 2σ

uncertainties in the MIXCRA retrievals.

ing of the surface layer that coincides with the sharp increase in LWP is indicative of a730

transition from near-surface radiative cooling to radiative cooling at fog top maintain-731

ing the fog. This case is discussed further in section 5.2.732

5.2 Increase in N20 associated with fog733

We focus on case 11 to look for evidence to support the hypothesis that fog can734

act to increase surface aerosol particle number concentrations by enhancing mixing of735

air from above into the near-surface stable layer. Case 11 was anomalous out of the 12736

cases because of the exceptionally high N20 that occurred during the fog event (1370 cm−3,737

> 99th percentile of all N20 measurements made between June and September 2019),738

and because it consisted of two distinct phases; the LWP increased from 2.4 g m−2 to739

17.0 g m−2 between 05:05 and 06:00, then decreased to 2.6 g m−2 at 07:05 before increas-740

ing again to 15.9 g m−2 at a 07:45.741

The fog formed initially as the near surface temperature cooled after the dissipa-742

tion of a mixed-phase cloud (with a base height of approximately 1.3 km) at 04:30. But743

only 80 minutes after fog onset, near surface air temperatures started to increase, and744

the fog optical depth and LWP started to increase rapidly (fig. 11). Because the surface745

temperature was no longer decreasing, the increase in fog optical depth and LWP after746

05:15 must have been due to a transition from surface radiative cooling to cooling higher747

in the atmosphere (i.e., radiative cooling at fog top).748

If the increase in near-surface air temperature was radiatively driven, we would ex-749

pect the temperature increase to start closest to the surface first (for example, as in case750

2 and 4, fig. S1). The fact that the near-surface air temperature increased simultane-751

ously at each of the four heights (fig. 11d) suggests that another mechanism was respon-752

sible. This could have been the advection of a warmer air mass, but the consistent wind753

direction (90% of all winds measured at 2, 4, 9, and 14 m come from 156◦ to 222◦) and754
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Figure 11. Atmospheric conditions during Case 11 (05 September 2019). (a) Fog optical

depth (τliq, green, and τice, purple ) and droplet effective radius (Rliq, orange) from MIX-

CRA, shading indicates 2σ uncertainties. (b) Surface aerosol particle number concentrations

(1-min mean), N250 (red) and N20 (blue). (c) Backscatter (grey shading), vertical visibility (cyan

points), and obscured flag (orange) from the ceilometer. (d) Near surface temperature profile

(reds) and fog liquid water path (LWP, blue, shading indicates 2σ uncertainties). (e) Upwards

sensible heat fluxes at 2 m (solid) and 14 m (dashed). (f) Sodar backscatter, red dashed line indi-

cates the height of strongest negative backscatter gradient (when ∆log(backscatter) < -0.8 m−1).
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low winds speeds (90 % of which range from 1.65 to 3.86 m s−1) throughout the event755

indicates that advection at the surface is unlikely to be an important process on the timescale756

of this event. Alternatively, this near-surface heating could result from the mixing of warm757

air down from above. The sensible heat fluxes at 2 m and 14 m are small (mostly < 2.5758

W m−2, fig. 11e) suggesting that this mixing was not driven by changes in thermody-759

namic stability at the surface. However, there is evidence both in the ceilometer backscat-760

ter (fig. 11c) and the sodar acoustic backscatter (fig. 11f) of features propagating down-761

wards towards the surface. These could be remnants of mesoscale dynamical features,762

such as buoyancy waves, mixing warmer air down from higher in the atmosphere, or en-763

trainment driven by radiative cooling at fog top. In either case, propagation of these fea-764

tures down to the surface coincide with the sudden increase in N20, suggesting this is re-765

lated to the mixing of more polluted air down to the surface from above into what was766

previously an isolated stable surface layer.767

The top of the strong surface echo in the sodar backscatter, identified by the max-768

imum negative gradient (fig. 11f), is associated with the top of the stable near-surface769

layer which is isolated from above by a strong surface-based temperature inversion (fig.770

11d). The top of this layer decreases intermittently with height between 05:00 and 07:00,771

and these variations are strongly anti-correlated with N20 (Pearson’s r = -0.69, p-value772

< 0.001). For example, the top of the strong sodar echo falls to 5 m a.g.l at 05:20, co-773

inciding with the initial sharp increase in N20 and an increase in surface temperature.774

Between 05:35 and 05:55, the height of the sodar echo increases again to 8 m a.g.l and775

N20 decreases, before increasing again once the sodar echo height lowers at 05:55. This776

pattern continues until 06:50 after which the surface temperature inversion is completely777

eroded at 9 m a.g.l and the near-surface echo in the sodar disappears. The erosion of the778

isolated surface layer from above indicated by the sodar echo, and the anti-correlation779

between the surface layer height and N20, is consistent with the hypothesis that the in-780

crease in N20 is related to the mixing of air down from above.781

During the most optically thick part of the fog there was also detectable ice that782

increased between 05:50 and 06:10. The increase in ice optical depth coincident with a783

decrease in liquid optical depth could be indicative of ice growing at the expense of liq-784

uid water droplets (i.e. via the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process). This would result785

in the evaporation of liquid droplets and the release of any aerosol particles they con-786

tain within the surface layer. In this situation, liquid droplets could form due to radia-787

tive cooling at fog top in a layer of the atmosphere where aerosol particle concentrations788

might be higher than at the surface, these droplets could then settle and mix towards789

the surface, eventually reaching a lower level that is sub-saturated with respect to wa-790

ter but supersaturated with respect to ice. The droplets would then evaporate, releas-791

ing aerosol particles into the surface layer. This process has been observed in Arctic mixed-792

phase stratocumulus clouds (Igel et al., 2017), and could also contribute to an increase793

in N20, but it is unlikely to be the sole process driving the (∼ 1000 cm−3) increase in794

N20 because the typical number concentration of fog droplets at Summit is only ∼10 to795

50 cm−3 (Cox et al., 2019).796

When the surface temperature inversion was completely eroded above 9 m a.g.l at797

06:50, the fog dissipated, and the surface began to cool again (fig. 11d). At this time,798

N250 had decreased to near-zero, suggesting that there were no further particles > 250799

nm diameter available to act as CCN or INP. The cooling of the near-surface air would800

have increased saturation near the surface, potentially initiating the second phase of the801

fog. The increase in LWP during the second phase of the fog coincided with a sharp de-802

pletion of N20 and given that there were no particles > 250 nm left to activate, the de-803

crease in N20 during the second phase of the fog was likely associated with the activa-804

tion of N20 particles into fog droplets and the scavenging of particles by fog droplets close805

to the surface.806
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This case illustrates some of the complexities of the relationship between dynam-807

ics, thermodynamics, and aerosol properties during mixed-phase fog events, and it is not808

possible to say definitively what processes were involved from looking at the available809

observations alone. The observational evidence supports the hypothesis that the sharp810

increase in N20 associated with this fog event resulted from the mixing of higher N20 con-811

centrations down to the surface, which was either driven by the fog itself (i.e. radiative812

cooling at fog top), or both the fog and changes in N20 were forced by the same exter-813

nal mixing event (e.g. buoyancy waves).814

5.3 The impact of multiple fog events on the surface aerosol particle num-815

ber concentration.816

In this section we look for evidence that multiple consecutive fog events in quies-817

cent conditions can act to deplete the near surface aerosol particle number concentra-818

tion with the potential to impact fog development later in time. Fog with an observable819

radiative impact at the surface formed on four out of the five evenings between 01 and820

06 August 2019 (fog case numbers 6 to 9, table 1), with skies otherwise clear through-821

out the day; associated with a persistent (weakening) high-pressure system over central822

Greenland (fig. S5, supporting information). Although this persistent anticyclone con-823

tributed to the unprecedented GrIS surface melt in 2019 (Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020), sim-824

ilar events are common over Greenland in the summer (occurring 30% of the time in JJA825

1981-2010; Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020). During this event, the near-surface winds were826

consistently from the south-east, with 90% of measured 1-minute averaged wind speeds827

ranging from 1.26 to 4.81 m s−1. There was a strong diurnal cycle, with radiative cool-828

ing in the near-surface layer beginning in the evening when the sun dropped below ∼25◦829

and lasting until the sun rose above ∼15◦ the following morning (fig. 12b).830

Figure 12. Surface aerosol particle number concentrations (a) and cooling rate (b) during a

five day clear sky period in August 2019. Radiation fog events are highlighted in light blue, and

the solar elevation angle is shown by the black dashed line on panel (b). The green highlighted

region at the end of the period indicates the start of a cloudy period.

The initial N250 averaged over the two hours prior to case 6 was 27.7 cm−3, and831

N20 was 262 cm−3. Both concentrations are higher than the seasonal average, associated832
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Figure 13. (a) Near surface wind shear (14 m minus 4 m wind speed, 5-minute mean) during

the first week of August 2019. (b) Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 2 m a.s.l (blue) and 14 m

a.s.l (orange) over the same period. Radiation fog events are highlighted in blue shading as in fig.

12.

with the descent of free tropospheric air down to the surface during the high-pressure833

event (Guy et al., 2021). Both concentrations decrease gradually throughout the period,834

with daily minima generally occurring during fog events (fig. 12a). The minimum N250835

was 0.11 cm−3 towards the end of case 8 (5 Aug 2019), and the minimum N20 was 56.5836

cm−3, at the end of case 9. After the end of case 9, the fog lifted from the surface, form-837

ing a low-level stratus cloud (base ∼200 m) that persisted through 7 August. Both N20838

and N250 increased after the fog lifted, N20 to 177 cm−3, and N250 to 7.63 cm−3, but even839

after this recovery, both concentrations were 30% lower than the initial concentrations840

at the beginning of the quiescent cloud-free period.841

Despite similar maximum near-surface cooling rates on the evenings with fog (2.7842

to 3.7 K h−1), only the first case (case 6) develops a LWP > 10 g m−2 (fig. 6), and there843

is some evidence presented in section 5.1 that the development of case 8 might be lim-844

ited by low aerosol particle concentration. One explanation for the gradual decrease in845

surface aerosol particle concentrations throughout this period (01 to 06 August) is that846

the scavenging of particles by fog droplets exceeds the rate of particle influx (presum-847

ably due to descent via sedimentation and/or turbulent entrainment from the free tro-848

posphere). Without measurements of vertical aerosol profiles and subsidence rates we849

cannot determine the relative importance of fog scavenging in this process compared to850

changes in particle influx (i.e. particle influx may also be decreasing with time as the851

anticyclonic circulation over Greenland weakens, fig. S5). However, the fact that the mean852

deposition flux of particles to the surface during fog events (on average 0.62 ng cm−2 for853

SO2−
4 , Bergin et al., 1994) is twice that of the mean dry deposition flux during the sum-854

mer at Summit (0.29 ng cm−2 for SO2−
4 , Bergin et al., 1994), supports the hypothesis855

that multiple fog events during quiescent conditions act to deplete near surface aerosol856

particle concentrations, which in this case may have contributed to the latter fog cases857

approaching the aerosol-limited regime.858

Another interesting question is why the nocturnal fog did not form on 03 August.859

Both near-surface temperature and aerosol concentration were highly variable early on860
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03 August, the maximum near-surface cooling rate reached 5.70 K h−1 and both N20 and861

N250 remained higher than the seasonal average (fig. 12), suggesting that fog formation862

was neither ‘cooling-rate limited’ nor ‘aerosol limited’. Photographs from the total sky863

imager and observer reports of unlimited visibility confirm that the sky remained clear864

throughout the day. One difference between the early morning period on 03 Aug and the865

other mornings when fog did form is in the near-surface wind profile (fig. 13a), during866

the morning of 03 Aug there was a wind speed maximum close to the surface (the 4 m867

wind speed was consistently 1-2 m s−1 faster than the 14 m wind speed). The shear gen-868

erated by this near-surface wind-speed jet modified the turbulent properties of the sur-869

face layer, increasing mixing (indicated by the coincident increase in turbulent kinetic870

energy, fig. 13b), which may have been sufficient to prevent the formation of fog droplets871

and likely contributed to the high variability in the near-surface aerosol concentrations872

and temperature profile.873

6 Summary and conclusions874

The first goal of this study was to highlight the advantages and limitations of us-875

ing spectral ground-based measurements of downwelling longwave radiation (measured876

by the AERI) to examine fog microphysical properties. Unlike active remote sensing in-877

struments, which have a blind range close to the instrument, the AERI is most sensi-878

tive to the near-surface atmosphere, making it particularly suitable for the study of shal-879

low fogs. Measurements of shallow fog with an AERI at Summit Station, in central Green-880

land, also benefit from the extreme dryness of the atmosphere and the improved abil-881

ity to characterize temperature and humidity near the surface. The 8-19 µm spectral range882

of the AERI is most sensitive to fog (or cloud) microphysical properties when the fog883

visible optical depth is close to 1. This is particularly advantageous for the study of op-884

tically thin clouds in polar regions (particularly fogs), which can be responsible for the885

maximum cloud radiative forcing at the surface during summer months (e.g. Miller et886

al., 2015). At Summit, optically thin fogs are common (the maximum mixed-phase op-887

tical depth retrieved from the 12 fog cases in this study is 4.8, and the mean is 0.8) so888

the sensitivity of the AERI instrument (which can detect LWP as low as 3 g m−2) is par-889

ticularly suited for the study of these fogs. However, the loss of sensitivity to fog micro-890

physical properties at optical depths > 6 means that this technique is not appropriate891

for studying the microphysical properties of optically thick fogs/clouds.892

The MIXCRA algorithm is designed to retrieve the optical depth of liquid droplets,893

the optical depth of ice crystals, and the effective radius of the liquid and ice particles894

from the measured spectral radiance. Although MIXCRA retrievals of cloud properties895

have been validated against independent measurements in multiple previous studies, this896

is the first validation of the MIXCRA algorithm for fog events. A cross-validation of droplet897

effective radius retrieved using the MIXCRA algorithm with in-situ measurements from898

an FM100 forward scattering probe demonstrates that MIXCRA can capture variations899

in Rliq with a RMSE of 2.0 µm when the fog optical depth is sufficient (0.25 < τ < 6.0).900

The loss of sensitivity of the spectral infrared signature to changes in fog micro-901

physical properties as the fog optical depth approaches zero means that MIXCRA is un-902

able to retrieve fog microphysical properties during the initial growth phase of fog. This903

also means that MIXCRA is unable to retrieve microphysical properties associated with904

tenuous fogs (or higher clouds) that are potentially limited by low aerosol particle num-905

ber concentration. We would expect such events to be characterised by large droplet ef-906

fective radius and low optical depths, but for the two potential examples shown in this907

study, the optical depths are too low for MIXCRA to determine the fog phase or par-908

ticle effective radius.909

For the 12 fog cases studied, 92% of retrievals passed the initial quality control (ra-910

diances calculated using retrieved cloud properties matched measured radiances to within911
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an RMSE of 1.2 RU). Where there was sufficient optical depth for the retrieval (τ > 0.25),912

the mean total (liquid plus ice) optical depth across all fog events was 0.78 ± 0.71 (one913

standard deviation). Nine of the twelve cases were mixed-phase fogs, one consisted of914

only ice particles, one of only liquid droplets, and one case was too optically thin for any915

valid retrievals. The mean ice particle effective radius was 24.0 ± 7.8 µm, and the mean916

liquid droplet effective radius was 14.0 ± 2.8 µm. The sensitivity of the AERI allows for917

the detection of LWP as small as 2.0-3.0 g m−2 (for Rliq 12 to 18 µm) with a 2σ uncer-918

tainty of 0.9-1.5 g m−2. The mean LWP across all fog events was 7.9 ± 6.6 g m−2, and919

in two cases the maximum LWP exceeded 30 g m−2.920

The second objective of this study was to use the MIXCRA microphysical retrievals921

alongside measurements of surface aerosol number concentration to look for observational922

evidence of fog-aerosol interactions at Summit. In all cases apart from one, the concen-923

tration of aerosol particles > 250 nm (N250) decreased to < 0.5 cm−3 during the fog event924

(with a median decrease of 82% after 300 minutes), suggesting that almost all particles925

in this size range are activated into (or scavenged by) fog droplets, consistent with past926

studies (Bergin et al., 1994, 1995). Changes in the concentration of 20 to 230 nm diam-927

eter particles (N20) were more variable; in some cases, N20 was found to be well corre-928

lated with N250 and decreased by up to 50% during fog, whereas in others, the two pop-929

ulations were decoupled, and on two occasions there was a > 100% increase in N20 dur-930

ing fog.931

In two case studies, there is observational evidence that the near-surface aerosol932

particle number concentration might be a critical control on fog LWP and lifetime, but933

in other cases there is evidence that dynamical processes (i.e. turbulent mixing, subsi-934

dence, or the near-surface wind profile) are more important. Large-eddy simulations based935

on these detailed case studies are necessary to determine why some cases developed into936

well-mixed optically thick fogs and others did not, which is important for the resulting937

net radiative forcing of the fog at the ice sheet surface. In one case study there is evi-938

dence that fog can act to increase the near-surface aerosol particle number concentra-939

tion by enhancing mixing of air from above into the near-surface stable layer. During940

a separate period of clear skies and low winds, when nocturnal radiation fog formed on941

four out of five consecutive nights, a gradual reduction in N20 and N250 supports the hy-942

pothesis that multiple fog events in quiescent periods act to clean the near-surface layer943

of aerosol particles.944

The examples presented in this study demonstrate that there are multiple path-945

ways through which the surface aerosol population may (or may not) impact fog devel-946

opment, and through which fog itself can modify the surface aerosol population. Cor-947

relations between aerosol properties and fog (or cloud) microphysics should not be con-948

sidered in isolation, because there are other completing processes that can impact fog949

development, such as the thermodynamic and turbulent structure of the boundary layer.950

A larger dataset of fog cases studies is necessary to investigate the competing effects of951

the scavenging of surface aerosol particles by fog versus increases in aerosol particles dur-952

ing fog events, and the importance of both processes for fog and cloud formation later953

in time.954

Open Research Section955

AERI data and the thermodynamic profiles used to drive the MIXCRA algorithm956

are in the process of being submitted to the Arctic Data Center at https://doi.org/957

10.5439/1880028. The temperature dependent single scattering property databases are958

available online at https://people.nwra.com/rowe/refractive indices.shtml. The959

FM100 data from Cox et al. (2019) are archived at https://doi.org/10.18739/A28K74W5W960

(Noone & Cox, 2019). Aerosol particle number concentration measurements, near sur-961

face temperature and wind profiles from the 15 m tower, and sensible heat flux measure-962
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ments are available from CEDA data archive (Guy et al., 2020). ICECAPS ceilometer963

data (https://doi.org/10.18739/A27659G3R) and sodar data (https://doi.org/10964

.18739/A2HM52K68) are archived at the Arctic Data Center (Shupe, 2020a, 2020b). The965

MIXCRA retrievals used in this study are in the process of being submitted to the Arc-966

tic Data Center and are available upon request.967
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Abstract20

Supercooled fogs can have an important radiative impact at the surface of the Green-21

land Ice Sheet, but they are difficult to detect and our understanding of the factors that22

control their lifetime and radiative properties is limited by a lack of observations. This23

study demonstrates that spectrally resolved measurements of downwelling longwave ra-24

diation can be used to generate retrievals of fog microphysical properties (phase and par-25

ticle effective radius) when the fog visible optical depth is greater than ∼0.25. For twelve26

cases of fog under otherwise clear skies between June and September 2019 at Summit27

Station in central Greenland, nine cases were mixed-phase. The mean ice particle (optically-28

equivalent sphere) effective radius was 24.0 ± 7.8 µm, and the mean liquid droplet ef-29

fective radius was 14.0 ± 2.7 µm. These results, combined with measurements of aerosol30

particle number concentrations, provide observational evidence supporting the hypothe-31

ses that (a) low surface aerosol particle number concentrations can limit fog liquid wa-32

ter path, (b) fog can act to increase near-surface aerosol particle number concentrations33

through enhanced mixing, and (c) multiple fog events in quiescent periods gradually de-34

plete near-surface aerosol particle number concentrations.35

Plain Language Summary36

Fogs over the central Greenland Ice Sheet can modify the net radiation that reaches37

the ice surface. How much a fog influences the net surface radiation is related to the fog38

lifetime and optical depth. These properties are related to the phase and size distribu-39

tion of the particles that make up the fog, that in turn depend on the characteristics of40

the atmospheric aerosol particles on which the fog forms. This study shows that the phase41

and size distribution of fog particles can be determined from ground-based measurements42

of downwelling longwave radiation, and explores how fogs interact with the number con-43

centration of atmospheric aerosols measured near the surface during twelve cases of summer-44

time fog in central Greenland.45

1 Introduction46

Central Greenland is a unique environment in the Northern Hemisphere: A uni-47

form surface of snow-covered ice extends for over 250 km in every direction from the ice48

sheet’s highest point at 3,250 m a.s.l (Howat et al., 2017). The structure of the atmo-49

spheric boundary layer over the ice sheet is driven by large-scale circulation, including50

atmospheric rivers associated with extratropical storms (Mattingly et al., 2018; Gallagher51

et al., 2018) and blocking anticyclones (Pettersen et al., 2022), and is modulated locally52

by strong radiative cooling at the ice sheet surface (Hoch et al., 2007). Under quiescent53

conditions (clear skies, light winds), surface radiative cooling frequently drives the for-54

mation of supercooled radiation fog through the condensation of water onto aerosol par-55

ticles that act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Bergin et al., 1994; Cox et al., 2019).56

At Summit Station (Summit), a research base located at the highest point on the57

Greenland Ice Sheet (72.57◦N, -38.47◦E), fogs comprised of supercooled droplets occur58

year-round even when the surface temperature falls below -30◦C (Cox et al., 2019). These59

fogs can have a strong effect on the ice sheet surface energy budget, contributing on av-60

erage an additional 27 W m−2 of total net downwelling radiation relative to clear sky61

conditions (Cox et al., 2019). In the summer months (May to September) solar heating62

of the ice sheet surface during the day results in a diurnal cycle of net surface radiation.63

Radiation fog forms during the period of the diurnal cycle when the sun elevation is low-64

est and the net radiative cooling at the surface is strongest, and the associated increase65

in net downwelling longwave radiation acts to damp the diurnal temperature cycle, which66

has been hypothesised to precondition the ice sheet surface for melt (Cox et al., 2019).67

These fogs can also increase the rate of aerosol deposition to the surface (Bergin et al.,68
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1994, 1995) and reduce ice sheet mass loss by recondensing sublimated water onto fog69

particles that then settle out under gravity (Berkelhammer et al., 2016).70

Understanding the controls on the processes that modify the surface mass balance71

of the Greenland Ice Sheet is becoming increasingly important as melt events become72

more common and widespread (Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020; Hanna et al., 2021). The ra-73

diative impact of fog at the ice sheet surface depends on fog occurrence, duration, and74

optical depth, which itself is determined by the fog liquid water path (LWP), and mi-75

crophysical properties such as fog particle phase and size distribution. The representa-76

tion of fog microphysical properties is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in fog fore-77

cast models and Large-eddy simulations (Boutle et al., 2022), and the representation of78

cloud microphysical properties in general is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in79

projections of future Greenland Ice Sheet melt (Hofer et al., 2019). One of the reasons80

for these uncertainties is that there are very limited observations available to constrain81

model parameterisations. This is particularly true for fog over Greenland, which often82

occurs in shallow layers (< 100 m) below the lowest range gate of most ground-based83

active remote sensing instruments (such as radar or lidar). These very shallow fog lay-84

ers are often subgrid-scale for most climate and weather models.85

Important controls on fog (and cloud) lifetime, microphysical, and radiative prop-86

erties are the number concentration, size distribution, and composition of aerosol par-87

ticles on which droplets or ice crystals can form. Droplets form on CCN, so the num-88

ber concentration of CCN determines the number concentration of droplets at a given89

supersaturation. When the CCN concentration is increased, a fog will contain a greater90

number of smaller droplets than an equivalent fog (with the same liquid water content)91

forming under a reduced CCN concentration, resulting in a relatively high fog optical92

depth and solar reflectivity, and hence impacting the net downwelling radiation at the93

surface (Twomey, 1977). Increased fog droplet number concentration also leads to en-94

hanced longwave radiative cooling at fog top (e.g. Garrett, Radke, & Hobbs, 2002), en-95

couraging further droplet activation, and smaller droplets that are not removed as quickly96

by sedimentation, with both processes working to extend fog lifetime (Maalick et al., 2016;97

Boutle et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2021). Increased fog top cooling can also enhance mix-98

ing and entrainment that, depending on the humidity of the overlying air, can either re-99

duce or increase cloud/fog water content (Ackerman et al., 2004; Small et al., 2009; Williams100

& Igel, 2021).101

In very clean environments, low CCN concentrations can limit fog (and cloud) for-102

mation and lifetime, because the few activated CCN will grow to relatively large sizes103

and precipitate out, removing CCN and preventing further droplet formation (Mauritsen104

et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2018). Evidence suggests that this situation can occur in the105

Arctic, where naturally low concentrations of CCN (1 to 100 cm−3) have the potential106

to control cloud radiative properties (Mauritsen et al., 2011; Sterzinger et al., 2022). At107

Summit, the annual mean aerosol particle concentration is low even compared to other108

Arctic sites (Schmeisser et al., 2018); the mean annual total surface aerosol particle num-109

ber concentration (> 20 nm) at Summit in 2019-2020 was just 129 cm−3, and fell to less110

than 10 cm−3 on occasions in all seasons (Guy et al., 2021). Given that only some of these111

aerosol particles act as CCN, these numbers are an upper limit on the number of CCN112

available near the surface where fog forms.113

When the temperature is below freezing, which is the case almost all the time in114

central Greenland (Shupe et al., 2013), the phase partitioning of the fog is also impor-115

tant for fog lifetime and the radiative effect of the fog at the surface. Ice fogs usually form116

through the direct deposition of vapour onto ice-nucleating particles (INPs, a subset of117

the aerosol population that can catalyse freezing) when the air is supersaturated with118

respect to ice (Gultepe et al., 2015). Ice nucleation can also occur in supercooled liquid119

fogs by either immersion freezing (INPs are activated within a droplet) or contact freez-120

ing (droplets freeze upon contact with an INP) (Kanji et al., 2017). Once primary ice121
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is present, further ice can form through several different multiplicative mechanisms, col-122

lectively known as secondary ice production (Field et al., 2017). If the air becomes su-123

persaturated with respect to ice but subsaturated with respect to water, ice crystals will124

grow at the expense of liquid water droplets, causing the liquid droplets to evaporate and125

the ice crystals to grow to relatively large sizes and settle out, removing moisture from126

the surface layer and acting to reduce fog lifetime; this is known as the Wegener-Bergeron-127

Findeisen process (e.g. Korolev, 2007).128

In addition to the aerosol population having the potential to control fog lifetime129

and radiatively important microphysical properties, fog formation may also be an im-130

portant control on the lifecycle of aerosol particles in the boundary layer over central Green-131

land. Fog can act as an aerosol sink, because the fog droplet deposition flux exceeds that132

of aerosol dry deposition (Bergin et al., 1994, 1995). Through this mechanism, fog may133

act to ‘clean’ the boundary layer of CCN and INP, which may in turn impact fog and/or134

cloud formation later in time. Conversely, fog could act to increase aerosol particles in135

the boundary layer by enhancing the transport of aerosol particles from above the fog136

top into the surface layer, either by buoyancy or windshear driven turbulent entrainment137

at fog top, or by aerosol activation at fog top followed by droplet evaporation closer to138

the surface. Observational and model studies have demonstrated that the latter process139

can be important in low-level Arctic stratocumulus (Solomon et al., 2014; Igel et al., 2017).140

The relative importance of each of these fog-aerosol interactions over central Green-141

land is unknown, and our ability to model these processes is hindered by a lack of ob-142

servations of both fog microphysical properties and surface aerosol number concentra-143

tion and size distribution. Using in-situ measurements collected at Summit in 2013-2014,144

Cox et al. (2019) completed a comprehensive assessment of the occurrence, microphys-145

ical characteristics, and radiative properties of fogs at Summit, but there were no aerosol146

particle measurements available during this period. This study builds on the findings of147

Cox et al. (2019), and has two main objectives: (1) to explore the possibility of using148

spectral measurements of downwelling longwave radiation to generate retrievals of fog149

microphysical properties, and (2) to use these results alongside measurements of surface150

aerosol particle number concentration to look for observational evidence of fog-aerosol151

interactions over central Greenland.152

The spectral signature of downwelling longwave radiation is sensitive to the radia-153

tive properties of fog that are important for the ice sheet surface energy budget and can154

be measured continuously by passive ground-based instrumentation that, unlike many155

active remote sensing instruments, are not limited by the height of their lowest range gate156

and so do not have a ‘blind’ spot close the surface. Such measurements have been used157

to study the microphysical properties of mixed-phase polar clouds (Mahesh et al., 2001;158

Rathke et al., 2002; Turner, 2005; Garrett & Zhao, 2013; Cox et al., 2014; Shupe et al.,159

2015; Lubin et al., 2020; Richter et al., 2022); however, these studies did not specifically160

focus on fog.161

Here, we use a case-study based approach to examine the advantages and limita-162

tions of retrieving the microphysical properties of fog from downwelling longwave radi-163

ation measurements. Such measurements have the greatest sensitivity to the microphys-164

ical properties of clouds when the atmosphere is dry and the clouds are low and opti-165

cally thin. In addition, retrieval accuracy relies on a well-constrained cloud temperature.166

Taken together, this makes such measurements ideal for studying fog over central Green-167

land.168

For objective (2), we combine the results of the fog microphysical retrievals with169

measurements of surface aerosol particle number concentrations and supplementary ob-170

servations of atmospheric state to look for observational evidence to support (or negate)171

the following hypotheses:172
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(a) That low aerosol particle number concentration can be a critical control on fog173

liquid water path and lifetime.174

(b) That fogs can act to increase surface aerosol particle number concentration by en-175

hancing mixing of air from above into near-surface stable layer.176

(c) That multiple fog events during quiescent conditions act to deplete near surface177

aerosol particle number concentration, impacting fog development later in time.178

The results of this analysis may be used as the basis of future modelling studies to sys-179

tematically distinguish the importance of different fog-aerosol interaction processes, and180

to identify instrumentation requirements for future observational campaigns to study fog-181

aerosol interactions over central Greenland or in similar environments.182

2 Measurements and instrumentation183

We make use of measurements from the ICECAPS project (the Integrated Char-184

acterisation of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric state, and Precipitation at Summit; Shupe185

et al., 2013) which consists of a suite of instrumentation for monitoring atmospheric pro-186

cesses at Summit. To generate the microphysical retrievals of fog properties we use data187

from the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI), which measures spec-188

trally resolved downwelling infrared radiance between 3 and 19 µm at ∼0.48 cm−1 res-189

olution (Knuteson et al., 2004b, 2004a). At Summit, the AERI measures downwelling190

radiation continuously, alternating between views of the sky at zenith and two calibra-191

tion sources, resulting in sky measurements every 15-20 s. The AERI data are quality192

controlled as described in Guy et al. (2022) and subjected to noise filtering using the tech-193

nique described by Antonelli et al. (2004) and Turner et al. (2006). Section 3 describes194

the retrieval algorithm.195

To explore individual fog cases in more depth we examine data from the ceilome-196

ter (CT25K, Münkel, 2006), sodar (Neff et al., 2008), total sky imager, and near-surface197

temperature profiles and sensible heat flux estimates from tower-mounted in-situ sen-198

sors (Guy et al., 2020). Data from the millimetre cloud radar and precipitation occur-199

rence sensor system were used to help identify fog cases during the summer of 2019, and200

radiosonde data were used to help constrain retrievals of continuous thermodynamic pro-201

files from the AERI that are required as an input to the microphysical retrieval algorithm;202

both steps are described in detail in Guy et al. (2022). See Shupe et al. (2013) for fur-203

ther information about the overall ICECAPS instrumentation suite.204

2.1 Aerosol particle measurements205

During the summer of 2019 there were two instruments at Summit measuring sur-206

face aerosol particle number concentration in different size ranges: a butanol-based con-207

densation particle counter (CPC, GRIMM 5.400) that measured the total concentration208

of condensation nuclei every second, and an optical particle counter (SKYOPC, GRIMM209

1.129) that measured size-resolved concentrations of 250 to 4500 nm diameter particles210

every six seconds. Guy et al. (2021) describe the CPC data in more detail, including the211

estimation of particle loss in the inlet line, which resulted in the CPC measuring the num-212

ber concentration of condensation nuclei with diameters between 20 and 230 nm with213

greater than 50% efficiency. For this reason, measurements from the CPC are henceforth214

referred to as N20, indicating the number concentration of particles > 20 nm diameter.215

The SKYOPC had an identical inlet to the CPC but a higher flow rate (1.2 L min−1),216

and as a result larger particles could pass through the SKYOPC inlet. After account-217

ing for particle losses in the inlet (using the Particle Loss Calculator, Von der Weiden,218

Drewnick, & Borrmann, 2009), the SKYOPC measured the number concentration of par-219

ticles with diameters between 250 and 4500 nm with greater than 50% efficiency. For the220

SKYOPC, the measurements were corrected for particle loss in the inlet by multiplying221
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the particle number concentration by a correction factor based on the modelled inlet ef-222

ficiency as a function of particle size (which varied from 1.02 to 1.97 in the 250 to 4500223

nm size range). The total particle number concentration between 250 and 4500 nm (hence-224

forth N250) was calculated by summing the corrected size resolved SKYOPC data.225

Particles larger than 6 µm in diameter, which is smaller than the typical size of fog226

droplets (e.g. Mazoyer, Burnet, & Denjean, 2022), could not pass through either inlet,227

and the instruments were located in a heated building that was always >15◦C warmer228

than the outside air. Thus, during fog events, we assume that N20 and N250 are mea-229

surements of the dried interstitial aerosol particle number concentration. Both N20 and230

N250 were resampled to five-minute medians for the purpose of this study, and quality231

controlled to remove any instances of contamination from station pollution as in Guy232

et al. (2021). Note that this quality control does not impact any of the data presented233

here, because none of the fog cases coincide with local pollution events (which was part234

of the original event selection criteria).235

Figure 1 shows how the measurements from the SKYOPC (N250) and CPC (N20)236

intersect with the ‘typical’ size range of CCN and INP from past literature, although the237

proportion of aerosol particles that can act as a CCN depends on the aerosol type and238

degree of supersaturation, and our knowledge of the typical size range of INP particles239

is limited by sparse observations (particularly of small INP particles < 250 nm diam-240

eter). Supersaturations can reach higher values when the aerosol particle number con-241

centration is low, and particles as small as 20 nm have been observed to act as CCN in242

clean Arctic environments (Leaitch et al., 2016; Baccarini et al., 2020). Several studies243

indicate that the INP population is mostly made up of coarse-mode particles > 250 nm244

diameter (Mason et al., 2016; Creamean et al., 2018; Si et al., 2018), however recent stud-245

ies of size-resolved INP concentration over the central Arctic suggest that particles as246

small as 150 nm diameter can be an important source of INP (Creamean et al., 2022;247

Porter et al., 2022). Figure 1 also shows how measurements during the summer of 2019248

compare to those collected between 15 May and 16 June 2007 using a scanning mobil-249

ity particle sizer to detect particles with diameters from 5.5 to 195 nm diameter (Ziemba250

et al., 2010), and how they compare to the ‘typical’ size distribution of near-surface aerosol251

particles in the Arctic summer, which is mostly based on measurements from coastal and252

low elevation Arctic sites (Carslaw, 2022).253

2.2 Fog events254

We focus on the twelve radiation fog events identified by Guy et al. (2022) that oc-255

curred during the summer of 2019 (Table 1). Each fog event occurred under otherwise256

clear skies and had a detectable longwave radiative impact at the surface; the duration257

of each fog event was defined as when the 962 cm−1 downwelling radiance measured by258

the AERI is greater than a threshold of 1.7 RU (1 RU = 1 mW m−2 sr−1 cm−1), which259

is three standard deviations above the mean clear sky radiance between June and Septem-260

ber 2019. The 962 cm−1 microwindow is almost completely transparent under clear skies261

for conditions at Summit, and is therefore particularly sensitive to the presence of clouds262

(e.g. Cox, Walden, & Rowe, 2012). Note that this radiative definition of fog is distinct263

from the traditional definition of fog (a reduction of horizontal visibility to < 1,000 m)264

but is appropriate for this study because we are concerned with the radiative impact of265

fog on the surface energy budget. See Guy et al. (2022) for further details about the se-266

lection criteria for each of these case studies.267

Table 1 details each case study and indicates where aerosol particle number con-268

centration measurements are available. The SKYOPC vacuum pump experienced inter-269

mittent faults resulting in missing N250 data for some of the fog cases, and an issue with270

the CPC power supply resulted in incomplete N20 data for case 3.271
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Figure 1. The portion of the aerosol particle size distribution measured in this study, N20

shaded in blue and N250 in red, overlaid on the typical size distribution of the near-surface Arctic

atmosphere in summer (Carslaw, 2022, black dashed line), and the observed size distribution of

surface aerosol particles at Summit between May and June 2007 from Ziemba et al. (2010) (green

line). The blue and red lines indicate the mean values from the CPC (a single value in the range

20 to 230 nm) and the SKYOPC (size resolved measurements in 20 bins between 250 and 4500

nm) observed between June (or July for the SKYOPC) and September 2019.

3 Retrieval of fog microphysical properties272

We use the mixed-phase cloud property retrieval algorithm (MIXCRA, Turner, 2005),273

which uses optimal estimation to retrieve fog microphysical properties at 5-min inter-274

vals from the spectral longwave radiation measured by the AERI (note that we did not275

apply temporal averaging to the AERI spectra). The longwave radiation is sensitive to276

changes in cloud/fog phase, particle size, and optical depth when the optical depth is277

between ∼0.25 and 6, allowing the retrieval of these properties using optimal estimation278

(Turner, 2005; Cox et al., 2014). As the optical depth approaches the upper end of this279

range, the longwave spectral signature of the cloud/fog approaches that of a black body280

and contains little information about microphysical properties. As the optical depth ap-281

proaches the lower end of this range, the signal to noise ratio of the AERI becomes too282

low for meaningful retrievals. Figure 2 shows how the mean spectral signature from the283

AERI during the fog events varied, spanning much of the dynamical range between clear284

sky conditions and optically thick stratus in the atmospheric window region (where the285

cloud-free atmosphere is mostly transparent to longwave gaseous absorption ∼800 to 1200286

cm−1).287

MIXCRA models each fog event as two collocated ‘clouds’, one consisting of ice crys-288

tals and the other of water droplets. Starting from user input a priori values of optical289

depth (τ) and particle effective radius (R) for each cloud (τliq and Rliq for the liquid cloud290

and τice and Rice for the ice cloud), as well as vertical profiles of atmospheric temper-291

ature and water vapor content, the algorithm uses a forward model to calculate the ex-292

pected spectral signature of the combined cloud and atmosphere, and then iterates us-293

ing optimal estimation to determine the values [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice] that optimally match294

the spectral signature observed by the AERI, given the a priori and the measurement295

uncertainty.296
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Figure 2. AERI radiance measurements averaged over each fog case (colored lines, see leg-

end inset). The thick black line shows the median for all fog cases, which can be contrasted to

the median over all confirmed clear sky hours (thick grey line), and an example of an optically

thick stratus cloud (from 01 to 02 UTC on 08 June 2019, dashed black line). Spectral radiance

is resampled to 4 cm−1 for clarity (native resolution is 0.5 cm−1). Vertical grey lines show the

spectral bands used in the MIXCRA retrievals (between major gaseous absorption bands). Note

the two spectral bands at wavenumbers below 570 cm−1; these are critical for ascertaining the

phase of the fog layers (?, ?; Turner, 2005).

Note that throughout this study τ refers to the visible optical depth (where extinc-297

tion efficiency is 2), transformed from the optical depth at 11 µm as described in Turner298

(2005). See Turner (2005) for further information about the implementation of the op-299

timal estimation. After the retrieval of [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice], fog LWP is determined from300

equation (1), where ρ is the bulk density of water.301

LWP =
2ρRliqτliq

3
(1)302

MIXCRA uses the Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer Model (LBLRTM) version 12.1303

(Clough et al., 1992; Clough & Iacono, 1995) as a forward model to calculate the gaseous304

clear sky optical depth spectra as a function of height, and the DISORT algorithm (Stamnes305

et al., 1988) to simulate radiance from the ice and liquid cloud (which accounts for both306

scattering and absorption); the combined LBLRTM and DISORT code is referred to as307

LBLDIS. The HITRAN 2008 database (Rothman et al., 2009) provides the molecular308

absorption properties used by the LBLRTM. The single-scattering properties used by309

DISORT are discussed in section 3.1.1. The radiative transfer calculation also requires310

information about the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere and profiles of at-311

mospheric gases. Trace gas concentrations are supplied by the U.S. standard atmosphere312

(1976), and CO2 concentrations are scaled to mimic the seasonal and yearly increase in313

atmospheric CO2 observed at the Mauna Loa observatory. Uncertainties related to the314

distribution and concentration of these gases are mitigated in MIXCRA by only includ-315

ing narrow spectral bands (micro-windows) from the AERI in the optimal estimation pro-316

cess, and hence avoiding major gaseous absorption bands (the micro-windows used in317

this study are highlighted on fig. 2).318

Thermodynamic profiles (temperature and water vapor) used within MIXCRA were319

retrieved using the TROPoe algorithm, which also uses an optimal estimation approach320
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based on AERI observations, taking advantage of the fact that the AERI is also highly321

sensitive to the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere (Turner & Blumberg, 2019;322

Turner & Löhnert, 2021). The accuracy of the TROPoe thermodynamic profile retrievals323

during the 12 fog case studies is ±1.0◦C for temperature and ±0.39 g kg−1 for water va-324

por in the lowest 1,000 m a.g.l (Guy et al., 2022). We assume that any impact of aerosols325

on the radiative transfer calculation is negligible, because the absorption and scatter-326

ing coefficients of aerosol particles in the infrared at Summit are generally small (Schmeisser327

et al., 2018) and there are no local sources of aerosol particles near Summit after instances328

of local pollution from the station are excluded.329

The a priori value of τliq used as starting point for the optimal estimation is based330

on the LWP retrieved by the TROPoe algorithm (Guy et al., 2022) with a standard de-331

viation of 6. Note that TROPoe does not account for scattering processes and assumes332

only liquid droplets are present; MIXCRA adjusts this first guess value to account for333

the possible presence of ice particles and accounts for multiple scattering. The a priori334

value for Rliq is set to 11±6 µm, based on in-situ measurements of the size distribution335

of fog droplets at Summit in 2013 and 2014 (Cox et al., 2019). The a priori ice optical336

depth is set to 0 with a standard deviation of 6, which gives the algorithm flexibility to337

retrieve ice properties. The choice to initiate the retrieval with a liquid-only cloud is based338

on the fact that liquid phase fogs are more commonly detected than ice fogs during the339

summer at Summit (Cox et al., 2019). The a priori ice particle effective radius is set to340

18±15 µm based on the distribution of ice crystal effective radius retrieved from mixed-341

phase clouds over the Arctic Ocean in 1998 (Turner, 2005).342

3.1 Uncertainty quantification and quality control343

As an initial quality control, we omit any retrievals where the root mean squared344

error (RMSE) between the final forward radiance calculation (that is, the calculation of345

expected radiance using the retrieved cloud properties) and the measured AERI radi-346

ance is > 1.2 RU. The goal of this quality control is to omit any retrievals for which the347

retrieval is unable to bring the calculated radiance into agreement with the measured348

radiance to within the expected instrument uncertainty level (a threshold of 1.2 RU is349

selected because in 90% of all retrievals the RMSE corresponding to a 3σ uncertainty350

in the AERI measurements due to noise and calibration uncertainty falls below this value).351

For rejected retrievals, we assume that additional unknown sources of error exist (e.g.352

large errors in temperature), hindering accurate cloud property retrievals. Cox et al. (2019)353

also used a threshold of 1.2 RU for the retrieval of cloud microphysical properties from354

AERI measurements in northern Canada.355

MIXCRA calculates the uncertainties in [τliq, Rliq, τice, Rice] by propagating the356

calibration uncertainty of the AERI (< 1% of ambient radiance, described in Knuteson357

et al., 2004a) and the uncertainty associated with the sensitivity of the forward model358

(i.e. how much the spectral cloud emissivity changes with small perturbations in [τliq,359

Rliq, τice, Rice]) through the optimal estimation algorithm (Turner, 2005). Figure 3 shows360

how the 2σ percentage uncertainty (as output by the MIXCRA algorithm) varies as a361

function of τliq (for τliq and Rliq) and τice (for τice and Rice) for all the retrievals dur-362

ing the fog events. For all retrieved properties, the minimum percentage uncertainties363

occur when the fog optical depth is ∼1, consistent with the findings of Turner (2005).364

The percentage uncertainties in all properties increase when the fog is mixed phase365

(i.e. when both τliq and τice > 0.02, light blue and pink colours in fig. 3), which is re-366

lated to the additional degrees of freedom when retrieving properties for a mixed-phase367

cloud compared to a single-phase cloud as well as the challenges of separating the two368

phases cleanly (because the liquid and ice signals are correlated). The higher percent-369

age uncertainties in Rice compared to Rliq are related to the fact that the retrieval is more370

sensitive to small particles, and ice particles are generally larger than liquid droplets.371
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Figure 3. Percentage uncertainty (2σ) in (a) τliq and (b) Rliq as a function of τliq , and in (c)

τice and (d) Rice as a function of τice, for every retrieval used in this study. The red line is the

mean value (in nine logarithmically spaced bins). Points are coloured based on the magnitude of

τice (a and b) or τliq (c and d). The black vertical dashed line highlights an optical depth of 0.25

used as a minimum required optical depth for valid retrievals in this study.
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As the fog optical depth approaches zero, the percentage uncertainties in all retrieved372

properties become very large due to the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio, necessitating373

the selection of a minimum optical depth above which fog microphysical properties can374

be retrieved with an acceptable level of uncertainty. For this study we choose to use an375

optical depth threshold of τliq > 0.25 (for τliq, Rliq and LWP) and τice > 0.25 (for τice,376

Rice), consistent with Cox et al. (2014), resulting in a mean 2σ percentage uncertainty377

of < 40% for τliq and < 20% for Rliq (fig. 3). This corresponds to a minimum detectable378

liquid water path of 2.0-3.0 g m−2 (for Rliq 12 to 18 µm) with a 2σ uncertainty of 0.9-379

1.5 g m−2. For ice properties, τice > 0.25 corresponds to when the mean percentage un-380

certainties in τice and Rice are below ∼60% (fig. 3).381

We do not need to be concerned about a loss of sensitivity due to saturation in the382

infrared, because none of the fog cases have a spectral signature approaching that of a383

black body (fig. 2). Furthermore, because the maximum precipitable water vapor (PWV)384

during the 12 fog events is only 0.78 cm (with a mean value of 0.35 cm across all events),385

the ability of MIXCRA to determine fog phase is not impacted by excessive water va-386

por (> 1 cm PWV can lead to signal saturation in the 16 to 20 µm region, Turner, 2005;387

Cox et al., 2014). Figure 4 shows the percentage of retrievals during each case study that388

meet the quality control criteria of RMSE < 1.2 RU and τliq > 0.25 (for liquid phase re-389

trievals) or τice > 0.25 (for ice phase retrievals). Less than 8% of all retrievals are dis-390

carded due to poor RMSE, but the optical depth threshold severely limits the percent-391

age of valid retrievals in each fog case, and in case 7, the optical depth is too low for any392

valid retrievals.393

Figure 4. The percentage of all retrievals from each case study that meet the quality control

criteria of RMSE < 1.2 and optical depth > 0.25 for liquid properties (blue) and ice properties

(orange). The percentage of good retrievals used in the remainder of this study are shown by the

dark blue and orange colours.

The MIXCRA algorithm does not account for uncertainties in the atmospheric state394

(gas and temperature profiles) or for uncertainties related to the choice of single-scattering395

properties (SSPs) for liquid droplets and ice crystals. As mentioned above, uncertain-396

ties related to the concentrations of atmospheric gases are minimised through the selec-397

tion of micro-windows used by MIXCRA. The atmospheric temperature profile has a mean398

RMSE (compared to radiosonde profiles) of ±1◦C in the lowest 1,000 m a.g.l during these399

case studies (Guy et al., 2022), and the difference in the retrieved values of [τliq, Rliq,400

τice, Rice] if the temperature profile is uniformly increased or decreased by 1◦C are small,401

resulting in a mean difference in τliq of 0.2 and Rliq of 0.8 µm based on sensitivity tests402

with 38 retrievals.403
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3.1.1 Uncertainties related to the choice of SSPs404

The choice of single-scattering properties (SSPs) to use in the retrievals is non-trivial.405

There is emerging evidence that the SSPs of supercooled water droplets are tempera-406

ture dependent, and that the use of SSPs that assume a warmer temperature than re-407

ality can result in overestimations of ice fraction and underestimations of liquid droplet408

effective radius (Rowe et al., 2013, 2022). Although the temperature profile during the409

fog events is well characterised, the temperature during a single event can vary by up410

to 13◦C both temporally and vertically within the lowest 15 m a.g.l due to radiative cool-411

ing and changes in boundary layer mixing (fig. S1, supporting information). Further-412

more, the SSPs of ice crystals depend on the ice crystal habit (e.g. Yang et al., 2005),413

but there is very little information about ice crystal habit at Summit during fog events.414

Isolated plates and bullets are often reported by observers, but whether any of these crys-415

tals are associated with fog events (as opposed to snow, blowing snow, or diamond dust)416

is unclear. A multi-angled snowflake camera operational at Summit in 2019, which pho-417

tographed particles with a maximum dimension > 30 µm (Garrett et al., 2012), did not418

detect any identifiable ice crystals during the fog events. This suggests that any ice par-419

ticles that were present during the fog were unlikely to be bullets or columns, which are420

typically > 30 µm along their major axis (Walden et al., 2003). Schmitt et al. (2013) found421

that ice fog particles in the interior of Alaska are generally droxtals or plates, although422

these fogs are not necessarily comparable to Summit because they were heavily polluted.423

To account for the additional uncertainty related to the choice of SSPs, we ran MIX-424

CRA in three configurations (Pw, Pc, and Dw; Table 2). We choose from four databases425

of liquid droplet SSPs corresponding to temperatures of 240, 253, 263, and 273 K (Rowe426

et al., 2013, 2020). For Pw and Dw, we use the liquid SSPs that correspond to the warmest427

temperature measured in the lowest 15 m a.g.l during each fog event, and for Pc we use428

the liquid SSPs that correspond to the coldest temperature measured during the fog (fig.429

S1). For the ice habit, we use SSPs associated with hexagonal plates (for Pw and Pc)430

and droxtals (for Dw) (Yang et al., 2005). We choose these three configurations as a com-431

promise between reducing the computational time of running multiple configurations and432

representing the uncertainty associated with the SSPs well. Results from individual test433

cases indicated that changing the liquid SSPs between the warmest and coolest temper-434

atures had a larger impact on the results than changing the ice SSPs.435

Table 2. The three configurations of single-scattering properties (SSPs) for ice and liquid par-

ticles used in the MIXCRA retrievals. Liquid SSPs at temperatures of either 240, 253, 263, or

273 K were used, corresponding to the warmest (or coldest, per table) measured temperature in

the lowest 15 m a.g.l. during each fog event.

Ice Liquid SSP
habit temperature

Pw Plates warmest
Pc Plates coldest
Dw Droxtals warmest

For the rest of this study, the microphysical retrievals shown are the mean values436

of the three configurations in Table 2, and we account for the additional uncertainty in-437

troduced by the SSPs assumption using equation (2), where 2σ is the combined uncer-438

tainty of each retrieved parameter (i.e. τliq, Rliq, τice, and Rice), 2σa is the 2σ uncer-439

tainty output by the MIXCRA algorithm, ∆Si is the maximum difference in the retrieved440

parameter resulting from varying the ice crystal SSPs, and ∆SL is the maximum differ-441

ence in the retrieved parameter resulting from varying the liquid SSPs.442
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2σ =
√
2σ2

a +∆S2
i +∆S2

L (2)443

3.2 Validation against in-situ measurements444

The ability of the MIXCRA algorithm to accurately determine simultaneous ice445

and liquid optical depths of single-layer mixed-phase Arctic clouds is well established through446

comparisons with depolarisation lidars (Turner et al., 2003; Turner & Eloranta, 2008),447

but assessments of the accuracy of MIXCRA retrievals of cloud droplet effective radius448

are limited to two comparisons with in-situ aircraft measurements of liquid-phase stra-449

tus clouds over the south-central US (Vogelmann et al., 2012) and off the west coast of450

California (Turner, 2007). Vogelmann et al. (2012) found that MIXCRA captured the451

primary mode of the cloud droplet distribution well; the mean and standard deviation452

of the MIXCRA size distribution was 5.3 ± 1.6 µm compared to 4.9 ± 0.7 µm for the453

aircraft probe. Turner (2007) found a mean bias of 0.1 µm between the aircraft measure-454

ments and MIXCRA, with an interquartile spread of 1.9 µm. In both cases, the aircraft455

measurements represent just one level in the cloud whereas the MIXCRA retrievals are456

representative of a column value (weighted by optical depth). To date, there have been457

no assessments of the accuracy of MIXCRA in determining the microphysical proper-458

ties of fog.459

Here, we assess the ability of MIXCRA to retrieve Rliq during fog at Summit by460

comparing MIXCRA Rliq retrievals with droplet effective radius determined from FM100461

single-particle light scattering spectrometers installed at 2 m and 10 m a.g.l during a su-462

percooled liquid fog event at Summit on 16 June 2013 (fig. 5). Note that the FM100 in-463

struments were installed on a tower approximately 480 m from the AERI instrument.464

This case is described further in Cox et al. (2019) and is a near-idealised example of ra-465

diation fog formation at Summit, the development of which is particularly similar to case466

4 in 2019.467

The FM100 probes made size-resolved measurements of particles with radii (r) of468

1-25 µm based on individual particle scattering characteristics, under the assumption469

that the particles are liquid spheres. The effective radius (R) was calculated from the470

FM100 particle size distribution [n(r)] using equation (3).471

R =

∫∞
0

πr3n(r)dr∫∞
0

πr2n(r)dr
(3)472

To estimate the uncertainty in R determined from the FM100 measurements, we473

recalculated the FM100 particle size distribution 100 times, each time randomly select-474

ing errors from uniform distributions of five possible sources of uncertainty: (1) probe475

air speed (±5%), (2) wind speed (±0.5 m s−1), (3) wind direction (±5◦), (4) whether476

or not overlapping bins were combined (as described in Cox et al., 2019) (binary), and477

(5) the uncertainty in bin sizing (randomised shifts to neighbouring bins). For more de-478

tails on the uncertainties associated with the FM100 probe, see Cox et al. (2019) and479

supplement. Bin sizing ambiguities were dominant over sampling errors for this case be-480

cause the latter were small due to the ambient wind direction and speed being optimally481

aligned with the probe inlet geometry and the speed of the pumped air through the probe482

(see also Spiegel et al., 2012). The 2σ uncertainty in R is then determined from the stan-483

dard deviation of R across all the perturbed calculations.484

MIXCRA Rliq is not directly comparable to R determined from the FM100 probes,485

because the downwelling radiance measured by the AERI is sensitive to the bulk infrared486

signal from the entire population of particles in the scene view of the AERI instrument487

(the height of which varies with accumulation but is typically around 3 m a.g.l), whereas488

R determined from the FM100 is based on the forward scattering of light in the visible489
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Figure 5. Fog event on 16 June 2013. (a) Calculated effective radius (R) from FM100 mea-

surements at 10 m a.g.l (red line) and 2 m a.g.l (white line) overlaid on the FM100 particle size

distribution at 10 m a.g.l. (coloured shading). (b) Retrieved liquid optical depth (black line), raw

ceilometer backscatter (grey shading), and ceilometer vertical visibility values (blue markers, and

orange for ‘obscured’). (c) Cross validation of fog droplet Rliq retrieved from the MIXCRA algo-

rithm (black) and determined from in-situ measurements (FM100 probes at 2 m, cyan, and 10 m,

red). Shading represents 2 σ uncertainties, and the light blue region shows where the retrieved

optical depth was greater than 0.25.
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range from individual particles passed across the detector at a set height above the sur-490

face (2 m or 10 m). Therefore, we would only expect these values to compare well if the491

size distribution of the particle population at the height of the FM100 instrument was492

representative of the vertical distribution of the particle population. Cox et al. (2019)493

show that the fog droplet size distribution varies with height, with the 2 m probe gen-494

erally measuring larger particles than the 10 m probe, consistent with particles prefer-495

entially forming higher up before settling out. However, on 16 June 2013, after the ini-496

tial fog formation, the R at 2 m was consistently smaller than at 10 m (fig. 5), the par-497

ticle number concentration at 2 m was also consistently higher than at 10 m (Cox et al.,498

2019), possibly indicating partial evaporation of droplets and a reduction in settling ve-499

locity at 2 m.500

Despite this caveat, the MIXCRA Rliq compares very well to the R calculated from501

both FM100 probes when τliq > 0.25 (fig. 5c) over a range of R from 12.5 to 20 µm. The502

RMSE between the MIXCRA Rliq and FM100 R is 2.0 µm at both 2 m and 10 m, with503

a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.57 and 0.69 respectively. However, the strength504

of this correlation is not consistent over the fog lifetime. During the initial stage of the505

fog (02:20 to 04:00) the MIXCRA Rliq was consistently smaller than R from both FM100506

instruments (by an average of 1.5 µm at 2 m and 2.7 µm at 10m). Between 04:00 and507

05:00 there was an initial reduction in R in the FM100 measurements (and a reduction508

in particle number concentration, Cox et al., 2019) followed by a sharp increase in R at509

04:15. This coincided with a sharp increase in optical depth (fig. 5b), erosion of the sur-510

face temperature inversion, and evidence of wind-shear driven mixing in sodar observa-511

tions (Cox et al., 2019). The increase in R was also apparent in the MIXCRA Rliq, but512

started earlier (at 04:00), and the maximum Rliq between 04:30 and 05:00 (17 µm) was513

lower than the maximum R measured by the FM100 probes during this interval (21 µm514

at 2 m and 19 µm at 10 m). This could be explained by an increase in altitude of the515

main layer of droplet formation; when the optical depth increases and the surface-based516

temperature inversion is eroded, new droplet formation would be initiated by radiative517

cooling at the fog top (Haeffelin et al., 2013). If the droplet formation layer height in-518

creased to greater than 10 m a.g.l, these droplets would have then grown and settled,519

resulting in larger particles at 10 m and even larger particles at 2 m (as observed between520

04:30 and 05:15). After 05:15, the fog LWP decreased (Cox et al., 2019) suggesting no521

further droplet growth, and the optical depth gradually decreased. Between 06:00 and522

10:00, the boundary layer was well-mixed (Cox et al., 2019), R varied consistently at 2523

m and 10 m, and the MIXCRA Rliq captured these variations well. Overall, the MIX-524

CRA Rliq is slightly better correlated with the measurements at 10 m, although this is525

largely due to detection of large (> 20 µm) particles detected at 2 m that are not reflected526

in the MIXCRA retrieval.527

In summary, this cross-validation demonstrates that the MIXCRA algorithm can528

accurately retrieve Rliq during fog events at Summit with the following caveats:529

1. Due to the threshold optical depth of 0.25, below which signal to noise ratio in530

the AERI measurements is insufficient to accurately retrieve fog microphysical prop-531

erties, MIXCRA is not able to capture the initial growth period of the fog droplets532

(between 00:10 and 02:20 in fig. 5).533

2. These results are based off a single case study and cover an effective radius range534

of 12.5 to 20 µm. More observations of R at a variety of heights and over a larger535

range of fog conditions are necessary to fully characterise the ability of MIXCRA536

to accurately retrieve fog droplet effective radius.537
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4 Results538

4.1 Summary of microphysical retrievals during the 2019 fog cases539

Figure 6 summarises the retrieved fog microphysical properties from the twelve case540

studies, and figures S2 and S3 in the supporting information show the temporal evolu-541

tion of the microphysical properties during each case. Retrievals were calculated every542

five minutes during each fog event, so the number of valid retrievals indicated on fig. 6a543

is the number of five-minute intervals during which there was sufficient optical depth for544

the retrieval (τliq > 0.25 for liquid, or τice > 0.25 for ice properties).545

Figure 6. Relative probability distribution of fog microphysical properties retrieved during

each individual case study listed in table 1 and for all cases (right hand side). The mean and in-

terquartile range of each distribution is shown by the diamond shaped point and associated error

bars when the number of valid retrievals is > 10, otherwise crosses show values from individual

retrievals. (a) Liquid (τliq, green) and ice (τice, purple) optical depth, (b) liquid (Rliq, green) and

ice (Rice, purple) particle effective radius, and (c) liquid water path (LWP). Only retrievals where

the optical depth is sufficient are shown (τice > 0.25 for ice properties, or τliq > 0.25 for liquid

properties).

For the cases where there was sufficient ice optical depth for a retrieval, the mean546

Rice was 24.0 µm (fig. 6b) and the range was 18.5 to 31.4 µm. This is in broad agree-547

ment with the mean effective radii of ice crystals measured in low-level Arctic clouds (∼21-548

25 µm, Lawson, Baker, Schmitt, & Jensen, 2001; Turner et al., 2003; McFarquhar et al.,549
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2007). The mean Rliq was 14.0 µm and the mean during individual events varied from550

10.0 to 15.1 µm (fig. 6b). The overall mean Rliq is slightly larger than the mean R de-551

termined from the summertime FM100 measurements at 10 m in 2013/14 from Cox et552

al. (2019), which was 11.4 ± 3 µm. However, it is important to note that the MIXCRA553

retrievals are only valid when τliq > 0.25, and hence they do not include the initial phase554

of fog formation where there are a lot of very small droplets that can be detected by the555

FM100 (for example, see fig. 5). The range in Rliq across all retrievals was 6.6 µm (at556

the beginning of case 3) to 34.8 µm (just prior to fog dispersal in case 6).557

Most of the fog cases have a mean LWP < 10 g m−2 (fig. 6c), but for cases 2 and558

4 the maximum LWP exceeds 30 g m−2, which can result in an increase in downwelling559

longwave radiation of > 50 W m−2 relative to clear sky conditions (Miller et al., 2015;560

Cox et al., 2019). The minimum LWP retrieved by MIXCRA was 1.3 g m−2 at the be-561

ginning of event 3, associated with the smallest retrieved droplet size (Rliq 6.6 µm). In562

cases 7, 8, and 10, the fog is so optically thin that the LWP is below the limit of detec-563

tion for most of the event despite a reduction in horizontal visibility at the surface (to564

just 400 m in case 8) and observations of fog bows confirming the presence of liquid wa-565

ter on all three occasions. No optics were reported by onsite observers during the ice-566

phase fog (case 12), although the sun was below the horizon most of the time.567

4.2 Aerosol particle measurements during fog events568

The mean N250 across all fog events was 1.7 cm−3 (with the mean during individ-569

ual events ranging from 0.4 to 2.2 cm−3, fig. 7a), and the mean N20 across all fog events570

was 187 cm−3 (ranging from 41.9 to 448 cm−3, fig. 7b), these values represent the in-571

terstitial aerosol particle number concentration during fog. The temporal evolution of572

N20 and N250 during each event is shown in fig. S4 in the supporting information. The573

mean N250 during fog events is slightly lower than the overall mean value (including clear574

and foggy periods) from June to September 2019 (2.4 cm−3), whereas the mean value575

of N20 during fog is slightly higher than the seasonal mean (170 cm−3). However, the576

mean N250 and N20 over the 2 hours prior to fog onset are 8.2 and 191 cm−3 respectively,577

both of which are higher than the mean values over the entire period. In all but case 7,578

N250 drops below 0.5 cm−3 during the fog event, suggesting that almost all particles in579

the N250 size range are activated into (or scavenged by) fog particles. This is not the case580

for N20; an order of magnitude decrease in N20 during fog is only apparent in case 10,581

where N20 falls below 10 cm−3.582

Figure 8 illustrates the temporal evolution of N250 and N20 during each fog event,583

where fog onset is defined as when the downwelling radiance measured by the AERI in-584

creases above the clear sky threshold (see section 2.2), and the percentage change in N585

is relative to the mean value during the two hours prior to fog onset. On average, both586

N250 and N20 decrease during the first 300 minutes after fog onset, consistent with the587

growth and activation of aerosol particles into fog particles that are too large for either588

instrument to detect (> 6 µm). Note that this does not necessarily mean that these par-589

ticles are removed from the atmosphere; they may sediment out or they may be released590

back into the atmosphere after the fog evaporates, either in the same form or after pro-591

cessing within the fog particle.592

For N250 there is a reduction in number concentration after fog onset in all events593

(of 72 ± 26% after 300 minutes). For case 12, the magnitude of the percentage decrease594

is small compared to the other events, which is related to the fact that the absolute val-595

ues of N250 during case 12 are exceptionally low, with an initial mean N250 in the two596

hours prior to fog onset of only 0.2 cm−3. The initial N250 in the 2 hours prior to fog597

onset is consistent in time for all cases apart from case 11, where it varies between 1.2598

and 6.8 cm−3. In cases 8 and 10, a sharp reduction in N250 of 80% begins 30 minutes599

prior to the radiative detection of fog onset, whereas in cases 3 and 7, there is a slight600
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Figure 7. Relative probability distribution of aerosol particle number concentrations [(a) N250

and (b) N20] measured during each individual case study listed in table 1 (left) and for all cases

(right). The mean and interquartile range of each distribution is shown by the diamond shaped

point and associated error bars. Grey bars indicate missing data (< 80% complete during fog

event).

Figure 8. Percent change in N250 (left) and N20 (right) during the first 300 minutes of each

fog event (coloured lines, see legend inset), compared to the average value in the two hours prior

to fog onset. Thick black line is the median across all events.
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increase in N250 at fog onset followed by a reduction in N250 that starts 20-30 minutes601

later. The duration of case 7 is only 102 minutes in total, and 80 minutes into the event602

N250 begins to increase, returning to the concentration prior to fog formation 10 min-603

utes after the fog is no longer detected, suggesting that on this occasion, 100% of the par-604

ticles that were incorporated into the fog were re-released after the fog dissipated.605

In contrast to N250, the change in N20 is highly variable between different fog events606

(fig. 8). In cases 2 and 11, there was more than a 100% increase in N20 during the event.607

For case 2, this increase started two hours before the fog was detected, meaning that the608

‘initial’ N20 concentration is not a good representation over average conditions prior to609

the fog. In case 11 there was an initial decrease in N20 followed by a sharp increase 60610

minutes into the fog event, during which N20 reached 1370 cm−3 (> 99th percentile of611

N20 measured between June and September 2019), but 240 minutes later, after the fog612

was no longer detected, N20 returned to values close to those prior to fog onset. This anoma-613

lous case is discussed further in section 5. In cases 8, 9, and 10, there was a reduction614

in N20 that started 30-40 minutes prior to fog onset (of 20%, 30%, and 50% respectively).615

Note that some of the variability in evolution of N20 during fog events could be re-616

lated to the size distribution of N20 particles; for example, if most of the N20 particles617

are closer to 30 nm diameter (i.e. the first mode in the Ziemba et al., 2010 measurements,618

fig. 1) these particles might be subject to different processes during a fog event than to619

N20 particles closer to 150 nm (the second mode in the Ziemba et al., 2010 measurements,620

fig. 1). Particles closer to 150 nm in size more readily act as CCN, whereas smaller par-621

ticles would require larger supersaturations before activation. Size resolved measurements622

of particles < 250 nm diameter would be required to investigate these details further.623

For five of the six cases where both N250 and N20 are available, the two measure-624

ments are positively correlated (fig. 9). The exception is case 11, during which N250 de-625

creases to < 0.2 cm−3, but there was an anomalous spike in N20 in the middle of the fog626

event (discussed further in section 5). In cases 4 and 8, N250 was almost completely de-627

pleted, but there is only a small reduction (< 35%) in N20. This suggests that during628

these two cases, the supersaturations were not high enough to activate many particles629

with diameters < 250 nm. In cases 10 and 12, N250 was almost completely depleted, and630

N20 was also depleted by 73 and 41% respectively. During case 10, the reduction in N20631

occurred simultaneously with the reduction in N250 (fig. 9) even though the initial N250632

concentration was above average. The reduction in N20 and N250 started 30 minutes prior633

to fog detection, and then both concentrations remained steady after fog onset, suggest-634

ing that supersaturations during this event were high enough to activate smaller parti-635

cles (or that the N20 concentration in this case was dominated by larger particles). In636

case 12 the initial concentration of N250 was only 0.24 cm−3, and there was a gradual637

decrease in N20 after fog onset.638

5 Discussion: Observational evidence of fog-aerosol interactions639

The results described in section 4 hint that there are a variety of different ways in640

which fog interacts with the surface aerosol particle population across the twelve case641

studies. Of the seven cases for which N250 measurements are available, only cases 4 and642

11 develop a LWP > 10 g m−2. The longwave radiative forcing for a LWP of 5 to 30 g643

m−2 compared to that of an equivalent clear sky day is very sensitive to small changes644

in LWP, and the difference between a LWP of 5 g m−2 and a LWP of 10 g m−2 can equate645

to > 20 W m−2 difference in longwave radiation at the surface (Miller et al., 2015). For646

this reason, understanding why some fogs develop a LWP > 10 g m−2 while others do647

not is important for understanding the radiative impact of fog over the GrIS. One of the648

factors that can influence LWP in liquid and mixed-phase fogs is the properties of the649

aerosol population. In this section, we use the observations presented in section 4 to dis-650

cuss the role of fog-aerosol interactions over central Greenland. Throughout this discus-651
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Figure 9. The relationship between N20 and N250 during the fog events for which both mea-

surements are available. Boxplots show the aggregated distribution of N250 and N20 during all

events. Coloured circles on the boxplots indicate the initial N20 and N250 concentration averaged

over the 2 hours prior to each event. Pearson’s-r correlation coefficients (r) in the legend inset

are for the correlation between log(N20) and log(N250), all r values are significant at the 99%

confidence level.

sion we make the assumption that changes in the fog and aerosol population were oc-652

curring in-situ (i.e. not related to advective processes). We justify this assumption based653

on the fact that (a) most of the fog events are likely to be radiation fogs due to the fact654

that they form in the evening on days with clear skies, and (b) that the wind speeds (2655

to 14 m a.g.l) during all events are relatively low (3.5 ± 0.3 m s−1). Despite the low wind656

speeds, for some of the longer events (> 8 hours) the horizontal length scale can be ∼100657

km, and we acknowledge that advective process may have played a role in some of the658

observed changes in fog and aerosol properties.659

5.1 Aerosol particle controls on fog microphysics660

The goal of this section is to identify whether there is observational evidence that661

low aerosol particle number concentrations is a critical control on fog liquid water path662

and lifetime. To do this, we focus on the cases of liquid and mixed-phase fog where N250663

measurements are available (cases 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, and 11).664

In radiation fog, liquid droplets form when the surface cools radiatively until the665

air becomes saturated with respect to water, after which water condenses on CCN par-666

ticles, growing them into fog droplets (e.g. Gultepe et al., 2007). Whether or not ice is667

present, liquid droplets will continue to grow as long as supersaturation with respect to668

water is maintained (either by continued radiative cooling or moisture influx) until they669

are large enough to settle out, and new droplet formation will continue as long as there670

are CCN particles present that may be activated for the given degree of supersaturation.671

In the initial stages of radiation fog development, when the atmosphere is stable and close672

to saturation, the degree of supersaturation is determined by the cooling rate, and by673

the properties of the aerosol particle population, which determine the number concen-674

tration of CCN for a given supersaturation. The air mass specific humidity also plays675

a role in determining the amount of cooling required to reach a given supersaturation,676
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but this effect is small because the saturation mixing ratio does not change much at cold677

temperatures (< 0.1 g kg−1 ◦C−1 for temperatures <-8 ◦C). Based on this, and assum-678

ing an absence of advective processes and limited turbulent mixing, the initial forma-679

tion of liquid droplets in a supercooled radiation fog development might either be ‘aerosol-680

limited’ or ‘cooling-rate limited’ (similar to how a convective cloud might be ‘aerosol-681

limited’ or ‘updraft limited’, i.e. Reutter et al., 2009).682

In a ‘cooling-rate limited’ scenario, the initial supersaturation would increase slowly.683

Using the observations available in this study, this situation would be characterised by684

relatively low activated fractions of N250 at fog onset, because particles that can act as685

CCN at low supersaturations will be a subsample of N250 (McFiggans et al., 2006), fol-686

lowed by a gradual droplet growth and continual activation while cooling continues, and687

higher supersaturations allow the activation of further particles. In contrast, an ‘aerosol-688

limited’ fog would be characterised by high initial activation ratios of N250 and N20 at689

fog onset, as all particles that can act as CCN are activated. With continued cooling,690

and in the absence of new droplet formation due to a lack of CCN, the existing fog droplets691

would grow to relatively large sizes, ultimately settling out and preventing an increase692

in fog LWP despite continued cooling (as described by Mauritsen et al., 2011). The pres-693

ence of ‘aerosol-limited’ fogs would support the hypothesis that the low aerosol parti-694

cle number concentrations can be a critical control on fog liquid water path and lifetime.695

To identify whether there are any cases of ‘aerosol-limited’ fogs, we calculate cool-696

ing rates during each fog event from temperature measurements at 2 m, 4 m, 9 m and697

14 m a.g.l. The development of the near surface temperature profile during each fog event698

is shown in the supporting information (fig. S1). The cooling rate is calculated from the699

60-minute rolling mean of the mean temperature across these four heights. Of the six700

cases for which N250 measurements are available and liquid water is detected, case 7 has701

an extremely low cooling rate (< 0.5 K h−1, fig. 10a) and a low activated fraction of N250702

at fog onset (fig. 8), suggesting that this event is more likely to be limited by the low703

cooling rate than by the aerosol population.704

For the remaining five cases, the maximum cooling rate ranges from 2.4 K h−1 (case705

11) to 4.0 K h−1 (case 10) and occurs 30 to 50 minutes after fog onset, except in case706

3, where the maximum cooling rate occurs 140 minutes after fog onset (fig. 10a). These707

cooling rates are within the range of those observed in mid-latitude radiation fogs (∼1708

to 4 K h−1, e.g. Price, 2011; Haeffelin et al., 2013). In cases 3 and 4, N250 decreases grad-709

ually as the surface layer continues to cool, which suggests that neither of these two cases710

were in the ‘aerosol-limited’ regime, and that aerosol number concentrations were not711

the main reason why case 4 developed into an optically thick fog with LWP > 10 g m−2
712

but case 3 did not. The near-surface specific humidity and temperature profiles in both713

cases were similar (see table 1), and so the difference in fog development was likely due714

to differences in dynamics: In case 3, 110 minutes into the event, a burst of turbulent715

kinetic energy (0.3 m2 s−2, not shown) at 14 m is followed by warmer temperatures prop-716

agating downwards towards the surface (fig. S1), this mixing of warm air downwards could717

have limited the fog development.718

In cases 8 and 10, there is a high activated fraction of N250 at fog onset (68 and719

62% respectively) as well as a relatively high activated fraction of N20 (15 and 45% re-720

spectively). Case 10 had the highest activated fraction of N20 out of all fog cases. In both721

cases, there is little further change in N250 or N20 after fog onset despite continued cool-722

ing (figs. 8 and 10). This suggests that the aerosol particle number concentration could723

have limited fog development (lifetime and LWP) in these cases. Unfortunately, the low724

fog optical depths limit the ability of the MIXCRA retrieval algorithm to provide infor-725

mation about fog phase and particle sizes for both cases. Finally, in case 11, there is greater726

variability in N250 both prior to and after fog onset compared to the other cases, and727

in this case the fog develops much more rapidly than in case 4, with LWP increasing to728

> 10 g m−2 80 minutes after fog onset (as opposed to 180 minutes in case 4). The warm-729
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Figure 10. Time series of (a) cooling rate (2 to 14 m a.g.l), (b) percentage change in N250, (c)

liquid water path (LWP), and (d) Liquid droplet effective radius (Rliq) during the case studies

for which N250 measurements are available. Note that cases 7 and 12, identified as ‘cooling-rate

limited’ fogs are only included on panel (a). The error bars on panels (c) and (d) show the 2σ

uncertainties in the MIXCRA retrievals.

ing of the surface layer that coincides with the sharp increase in LWP is indicative of a730

transition from near-surface radiative cooling to radiative cooling at fog top maintain-731

ing the fog. This case is discussed further in section 5.2.732

5.2 Increase in N20 associated with fog733

We focus on case 11 to look for evidence to support the hypothesis that fog can734

act to increase surface aerosol particle number concentrations by enhancing mixing of735

air from above into the near-surface stable layer. Case 11 was anomalous out of the 12736

cases because of the exceptionally high N20 that occurred during the fog event (1370 cm−3,737

> 99th percentile of all N20 measurements made between June and September 2019),738

and because it consisted of two distinct phases; the LWP increased from 2.4 g m−2 to739

17.0 g m−2 between 05:05 and 06:00, then decreased to 2.6 g m−2 at 07:05 before increas-740

ing again to 15.9 g m−2 at a 07:45.741

The fog formed initially as the near surface temperature cooled after the dissipa-742

tion of a mixed-phase cloud (with a base height of approximately 1.3 km) at 04:30. But743

only 80 minutes after fog onset, near surface air temperatures started to increase, and744

the fog optical depth and LWP started to increase rapidly (fig. 11). Because the surface745

temperature was no longer decreasing, the increase in fog optical depth and LWP after746

05:15 must have been due to a transition from surface radiative cooling to cooling higher747

in the atmosphere (i.e., radiative cooling at fog top).748

If the increase in near-surface air temperature was radiatively driven, we would ex-749

pect the temperature increase to start closest to the surface first (for example, as in case750

2 and 4, fig. S1). The fact that the near-surface air temperature increased simultane-751

ously at each of the four heights (fig. 11d) suggests that another mechanism was respon-752

sible. This could have been the advection of a warmer air mass, but the consistent wind753

direction (90% of all winds measured at 2, 4, 9, and 14 m come from 156◦ to 222◦) and754
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Figure 11. Atmospheric conditions during Case 11 (05 September 2019). (a) Fog optical

depth (τliq, green, and τice, purple ) and droplet effective radius (Rliq, orange) from MIX-

CRA, shading indicates 2σ uncertainties. (b) Surface aerosol particle number concentrations

(1-min mean), N250 (red) and N20 (blue). (c) Backscatter (grey shading), vertical visibility (cyan

points), and obscured flag (orange) from the ceilometer. (d) Near surface temperature profile

(reds) and fog liquid water path (LWP, blue, shading indicates 2σ uncertainties). (e) Upwards

sensible heat fluxes at 2 m (solid) and 14 m (dashed). (f) Sodar backscatter, red dashed line indi-

cates the height of strongest negative backscatter gradient (when ∆log(backscatter) < -0.8 m−1).
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low winds speeds (90 % of which range from 1.65 to 3.86 m s−1) throughout the event755

indicates that advection at the surface is unlikely to be an important process on the timescale756

of this event. Alternatively, this near-surface heating could result from the mixing of warm757

air down from above. The sensible heat fluxes at 2 m and 14 m are small (mostly < 2.5758

W m−2, fig. 11e) suggesting that this mixing was not driven by changes in thermody-759

namic stability at the surface. However, there is evidence both in the ceilometer backscat-760

ter (fig. 11c) and the sodar acoustic backscatter (fig. 11f) of features propagating down-761

wards towards the surface. These could be remnants of mesoscale dynamical features,762

such as buoyancy waves, mixing warmer air down from higher in the atmosphere, or en-763

trainment driven by radiative cooling at fog top. In either case, propagation of these fea-764

tures down to the surface coincide with the sudden increase in N20, suggesting this is re-765

lated to the mixing of more polluted air down to the surface from above into what was766

previously an isolated stable surface layer.767

The top of the strong surface echo in the sodar backscatter, identified by the max-768

imum negative gradient (fig. 11f), is associated with the top of the stable near-surface769

layer which is isolated from above by a strong surface-based temperature inversion (fig.770

11d). The top of this layer decreases intermittently with height between 05:00 and 07:00,771

and these variations are strongly anti-correlated with N20 (Pearson’s r = -0.69, p-value772

< 0.001). For example, the top of the strong sodar echo falls to 5 m a.g.l at 05:20, co-773

inciding with the initial sharp increase in N20 and an increase in surface temperature.774

Between 05:35 and 05:55, the height of the sodar echo increases again to 8 m a.g.l and775

N20 decreases, before increasing again once the sodar echo height lowers at 05:55. This776

pattern continues until 06:50 after which the surface temperature inversion is completely777

eroded at 9 m a.g.l and the near-surface echo in the sodar disappears. The erosion of the778

isolated surface layer from above indicated by the sodar echo, and the anti-correlation779

between the surface layer height and N20, is consistent with the hypothesis that the in-780

crease in N20 is related to the mixing of air down from above.781

During the most optically thick part of the fog there was also detectable ice that782

increased between 05:50 and 06:10. The increase in ice optical depth coincident with a783

decrease in liquid optical depth could be indicative of ice growing at the expense of liq-784

uid water droplets (i.e. via the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process). This would result785

in the evaporation of liquid droplets and the release of any aerosol particles they con-786

tain within the surface layer. In this situation, liquid droplets could form due to radia-787

tive cooling at fog top in a layer of the atmosphere where aerosol particle concentrations788

might be higher than at the surface, these droplets could then settle and mix towards789

the surface, eventually reaching a lower level that is sub-saturated with respect to wa-790

ter but supersaturated with respect to ice. The droplets would then evaporate, releas-791

ing aerosol particles into the surface layer. This process has been observed in Arctic mixed-792

phase stratocumulus clouds (Igel et al., 2017), and could also contribute to an increase793

in N20, but it is unlikely to be the sole process driving the (∼ 1000 cm−3) increase in794

N20 because the typical number concentration of fog droplets at Summit is only ∼10 to795

50 cm−3 (Cox et al., 2019).796

When the surface temperature inversion was completely eroded above 9 m a.g.l at797

06:50, the fog dissipated, and the surface began to cool again (fig. 11d). At this time,798

N250 had decreased to near-zero, suggesting that there were no further particles > 250799

nm diameter available to act as CCN or INP. The cooling of the near-surface air would800

have increased saturation near the surface, potentially initiating the second phase of the801

fog. The increase in LWP during the second phase of the fog coincided with a sharp de-802

pletion of N20 and given that there were no particles > 250 nm left to activate, the de-803

crease in N20 during the second phase of the fog was likely associated with the activa-804

tion of N20 particles into fog droplets and the scavenging of particles by fog droplets close805

to the surface.806
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This case illustrates some of the complexities of the relationship between dynam-807

ics, thermodynamics, and aerosol properties during mixed-phase fog events, and it is not808

possible to say definitively what processes were involved from looking at the available809

observations alone. The observational evidence supports the hypothesis that the sharp810

increase in N20 associated with this fog event resulted from the mixing of higher N20 con-811

centrations down to the surface, which was either driven by the fog itself (i.e. radiative812

cooling at fog top), or both the fog and changes in N20 were forced by the same exter-813

nal mixing event (e.g. buoyancy waves).814

5.3 The impact of multiple fog events on the surface aerosol particle num-815

ber concentration.816

In this section we look for evidence that multiple consecutive fog events in quies-817

cent conditions can act to deplete the near surface aerosol particle number concentra-818

tion with the potential to impact fog development later in time. Fog with an observable819

radiative impact at the surface formed on four out of the five evenings between 01 and820

06 August 2019 (fog case numbers 6 to 9, table 1), with skies otherwise clear through-821

out the day; associated with a persistent (weakening) high-pressure system over central822

Greenland (fig. S5, supporting information). Although this persistent anticyclone con-823

tributed to the unprecedented GrIS surface melt in 2019 (Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020), sim-824

ilar events are common over Greenland in the summer (occurring 30% of the time in JJA825

1981-2010; Tedesco & Fettweis, 2020). During this event, the near-surface winds were826

consistently from the south-east, with 90% of measured 1-minute averaged wind speeds827

ranging from 1.26 to 4.81 m s−1. There was a strong diurnal cycle, with radiative cool-828

ing in the near-surface layer beginning in the evening when the sun dropped below ∼25◦829

and lasting until the sun rose above ∼15◦ the following morning (fig. 12b).830

Figure 12. Surface aerosol particle number concentrations (a) and cooling rate (b) during a

five day clear sky period in August 2019. Radiation fog events are highlighted in light blue, and

the solar elevation angle is shown by the black dashed line on panel (b). The green highlighted

region at the end of the period indicates the start of a cloudy period.

The initial N250 averaged over the two hours prior to case 6 was 27.7 cm−3, and831

N20 was 262 cm−3. Both concentrations are higher than the seasonal average, associated832
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Figure 13. (a) Near surface wind shear (14 m minus 4 m wind speed, 5-minute mean) during

the first week of August 2019. (b) Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 2 m a.s.l (blue) and 14 m

a.s.l (orange) over the same period. Radiation fog events are highlighted in blue shading as in fig.

12.

with the descent of free tropospheric air down to the surface during the high-pressure833

event (Guy et al., 2021). Both concentrations decrease gradually throughout the period,834

with daily minima generally occurring during fog events (fig. 12a). The minimum N250835

was 0.11 cm−3 towards the end of case 8 (5 Aug 2019), and the minimum N20 was 56.5836

cm−3, at the end of case 9. After the end of case 9, the fog lifted from the surface, form-837

ing a low-level stratus cloud (base ∼200 m) that persisted through 7 August. Both N20838

and N250 increased after the fog lifted, N20 to 177 cm−3, and N250 to 7.63 cm−3, but even839

after this recovery, both concentrations were 30% lower than the initial concentrations840

at the beginning of the quiescent cloud-free period.841

Despite similar maximum near-surface cooling rates on the evenings with fog (2.7842

to 3.7 K h−1), only the first case (case 6) develops a LWP > 10 g m−2 (fig. 6), and there843

is some evidence presented in section 5.1 that the development of case 8 might be lim-844

ited by low aerosol particle concentration. One explanation for the gradual decrease in845

surface aerosol particle concentrations throughout this period (01 to 06 August) is that846

the scavenging of particles by fog droplets exceeds the rate of particle influx (presum-847

ably due to descent via sedimentation and/or turbulent entrainment from the free tro-848

posphere). Without measurements of vertical aerosol profiles and subsidence rates we849

cannot determine the relative importance of fog scavenging in this process compared to850

changes in particle influx (i.e. particle influx may also be decreasing with time as the851

anticyclonic circulation over Greenland weakens, fig. S5). However, the fact that the mean852

deposition flux of particles to the surface during fog events (on average 0.62 ng cm−2 for853

SO2−
4 , Bergin et al., 1994) is twice that of the mean dry deposition flux during the sum-854

mer at Summit (0.29 ng cm−2 for SO2−
4 , Bergin et al., 1994), supports the hypothesis855

that multiple fog events during quiescent conditions act to deplete near surface aerosol856

particle concentrations, which in this case may have contributed to the latter fog cases857

approaching the aerosol-limited regime.858

Another interesting question is why the nocturnal fog did not form on 03 August.859

Both near-surface temperature and aerosol concentration were highly variable early on860
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03 August, the maximum near-surface cooling rate reached 5.70 K h−1 and both N20 and861

N250 remained higher than the seasonal average (fig. 12), suggesting that fog formation862

was neither ‘cooling-rate limited’ nor ‘aerosol limited’. Photographs from the total sky863

imager and observer reports of unlimited visibility confirm that the sky remained clear864

throughout the day. One difference between the early morning period on 03 Aug and the865

other mornings when fog did form is in the near-surface wind profile (fig. 13a), during866

the morning of 03 Aug there was a wind speed maximum close to the surface (the 4 m867

wind speed was consistently 1-2 m s−1 faster than the 14 m wind speed). The shear gen-868

erated by this near-surface wind-speed jet modified the turbulent properties of the sur-869

face layer, increasing mixing (indicated by the coincident increase in turbulent kinetic870

energy, fig. 13b), which may have been sufficient to prevent the formation of fog droplets871

and likely contributed to the high variability in the near-surface aerosol concentrations872

and temperature profile.873

6 Summary and conclusions874

The first goal of this study was to highlight the advantages and limitations of us-875

ing spectral ground-based measurements of downwelling longwave radiation (measured876

by the AERI) to examine fog microphysical properties. Unlike active remote sensing in-877

struments, which have a blind range close to the instrument, the AERI is most sensi-878

tive to the near-surface atmosphere, making it particularly suitable for the study of shal-879

low fogs. Measurements of shallow fog with an AERI at Summit Station, in central Green-880

land, also benefit from the extreme dryness of the atmosphere and the improved abil-881

ity to characterize temperature and humidity near the surface. The 8-19 µm spectral range882

of the AERI is most sensitive to fog (or cloud) microphysical properties when the fog883

visible optical depth is close to 1. This is particularly advantageous for the study of op-884

tically thin clouds in polar regions (particularly fogs), which can be responsible for the885

maximum cloud radiative forcing at the surface during summer months (e.g. Miller et886

al., 2015). At Summit, optically thin fogs are common (the maximum mixed-phase op-887

tical depth retrieved from the 12 fog cases in this study is 4.8, and the mean is 0.8) so888

the sensitivity of the AERI instrument (which can detect LWP as low as 3 g m−2) is par-889

ticularly suited for the study of these fogs. However, the loss of sensitivity to fog micro-890

physical properties at optical depths > 6 means that this technique is not appropriate891

for studying the microphysical properties of optically thick fogs/clouds.892

The MIXCRA algorithm is designed to retrieve the optical depth of liquid droplets,893

the optical depth of ice crystals, and the effective radius of the liquid and ice particles894

from the measured spectral radiance. Although MIXCRA retrievals of cloud properties895

have been validated against independent measurements in multiple previous studies, this896

is the first validation of the MIXCRA algorithm for fog events. A cross-validation of droplet897

effective radius retrieved using the MIXCRA algorithm with in-situ measurements from898

an FM100 forward scattering probe demonstrates that MIXCRA can capture variations899

in Rliq with a RMSE of 2.0 µm when the fog optical depth is sufficient (0.25 < τ < 6.0).900

The loss of sensitivity of the spectral infrared signature to changes in fog micro-901

physical properties as the fog optical depth approaches zero means that MIXCRA is un-902

able to retrieve fog microphysical properties during the initial growth phase of fog. This903

also means that MIXCRA is unable to retrieve microphysical properties associated with904

tenuous fogs (or higher clouds) that are potentially limited by low aerosol particle num-905

ber concentration. We would expect such events to be characterised by large droplet ef-906

fective radius and low optical depths, but for the two potential examples shown in this907

study, the optical depths are too low for MIXCRA to determine the fog phase or par-908

ticle effective radius.909

For the 12 fog cases studied, 92% of retrievals passed the initial quality control (ra-910

diances calculated using retrieved cloud properties matched measured radiances to within911
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an RMSE of 1.2 RU). Where there was sufficient optical depth for the retrieval (τ > 0.25),912

the mean total (liquid plus ice) optical depth across all fog events was 0.78 ± 0.71 (one913

standard deviation). Nine of the twelve cases were mixed-phase fogs, one consisted of914

only ice particles, one of only liquid droplets, and one case was too optically thin for any915

valid retrievals. The mean ice particle effective radius was 24.0 ± 7.8 µm, and the mean916

liquid droplet effective radius was 14.0 ± 2.8 µm. The sensitivity of the AERI allows for917

the detection of LWP as small as 2.0-3.0 g m−2 (for Rliq 12 to 18 µm) with a 2σ uncer-918

tainty of 0.9-1.5 g m−2. The mean LWP across all fog events was 7.9 ± 6.6 g m−2, and919

in two cases the maximum LWP exceeded 30 g m−2.920

The second objective of this study was to use the MIXCRA microphysical retrievals921

alongside measurements of surface aerosol number concentration to look for observational922

evidence of fog-aerosol interactions at Summit. In all cases apart from one, the concen-923

tration of aerosol particles > 250 nm (N250) decreased to < 0.5 cm−3 during the fog event924

(with a median decrease of 82% after 300 minutes), suggesting that almost all particles925

in this size range are activated into (or scavenged by) fog droplets, consistent with past926

studies (Bergin et al., 1994, 1995). Changes in the concentration of 20 to 230 nm diam-927

eter particles (N20) were more variable; in some cases, N20 was found to be well corre-928

lated with N250 and decreased by up to 50% during fog, whereas in others, the two pop-929

ulations were decoupled, and on two occasions there was a > 100% increase in N20 dur-930

ing fog.931

In two case studies, there is observational evidence that the near-surface aerosol932

particle number concentration might be a critical control on fog LWP and lifetime, but933

in other cases there is evidence that dynamical processes (i.e. turbulent mixing, subsi-934

dence, or the near-surface wind profile) are more important. Large-eddy simulations based935

on these detailed case studies are necessary to determine why some cases developed into936

well-mixed optically thick fogs and others did not, which is important for the resulting937

net radiative forcing of the fog at the ice sheet surface. In one case study there is evi-938

dence that fog can act to increase the near-surface aerosol particle number concentra-939

tion by enhancing mixing of air from above into the near-surface stable layer. During940

a separate period of clear skies and low winds, when nocturnal radiation fog formed on941

four out of five consecutive nights, a gradual reduction in N20 and N250 supports the hy-942

pothesis that multiple fog events in quiescent periods act to clean the near-surface layer943

of aerosol particles.944

The examples presented in this study demonstrate that there are multiple path-945

ways through which the surface aerosol population may (or may not) impact fog devel-946

opment, and through which fog itself can modify the surface aerosol population. Cor-947

relations between aerosol properties and fog (or cloud) microphysics should not be con-948

sidered in isolation, because there are other completing processes that can impact fog949

development, such as the thermodynamic and turbulent structure of the boundary layer.950

A larger dataset of fog cases studies is necessary to investigate the competing effects of951

the scavenging of surface aerosol particles by fog versus increases in aerosol particles dur-952

ing fog events, and the importance of both processes for fog and cloud formation later953

in time.954

Open Research Section955

AERI data and the thermodynamic profiles used to drive the MIXCRA algorithm956

are in the process of being submitted to the Arctic Data Center at https://doi.org/957

10.5439/1880028. The temperature dependent single scattering property databases are958

available online at https://people.nwra.com/rowe/refractive indices.shtml. The959

FM100 data from Cox et al. (2019) are archived at https://doi.org/10.18739/A28K74W5W960

(Noone & Cox, 2019). Aerosol particle number concentration measurements, near sur-961

face temperature and wind profiles from the 15 m tower, and sensible heat flux measure-962
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ments are available from CEDA data archive (Guy et al., 2020). ICECAPS ceilometer963

data (https://doi.org/10.18739/A27659G3R) and sodar data (https://doi.org/10964

.18739/A2HM52K68) are archived at the Arctic Data Center (Shupe, 2020a, 2020b). The965

MIXCRA retrievals used in this study are in the process of being submitted to the Arc-966

tic Data Center and are available upon request.967
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Figure S1. The temperature at four heights (2 m, 4 m, 9 m, and 14 m, see legend inset)

measured by tower-mounted in-situ probes during each fog case. Plots include the two hours

prior the event, the duration of each event (when there was a detectable radiative impact at the

surface) is shaded in blue. Note the different y-scales on each plot.
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Figure S2. Temporal evolution of optical depth retrievals for the liquid (τliq, green) and ice

(τice, purple) phase of each fog event. Error bars show 2σ uncertainties. Retrievals for which the

optical depth is insufficient (τ < 0.25) are included on the plot but are faded out.
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Figure S3. Temporal evolution of fog particle effective radius retrievals for the liquid (Rliq, or-

ange) and ice (Rice, brown) phase of each fog event. Error bars show 2σ uncertainties. Retrievals

for which the optical depth is insufficient (τ < 0.25) are included on the plot but are faded out.
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Figure S4. Aerosol particle number concentration measurements (N20, blue, and N250, red)

during each fog case. Plots include the two hours prior to and after each event, the duration of

each fog event (when there was a detectable radiative impact at the surface) is shaded in blue.

Note the different y-scales on each plot.
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Figure S5. 500 hPa geopotential heights (shaded) and winds (barbed) from ERA5 reanalysis

during the first week of August 2019. Plots show the mean value averaged over the 12 hours

centered on the time labelled in the upper left. The location of Summit Station is indicated by

a black triangle.
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